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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss how nouns and

their adjunctives are used in Mandarin sentences in denoting

the relation between sets and their subsets.
1

It is obvious that language has some means of specifying

sets of objects, actions, or abstract units in various ways,

in order to have successful communication. It seems, however,

that language does not bear the entire burden of specifying a

certain set unambiguously. Nonlinguistic contexts also play

some part in deciding the reference intended by linguistic

expression, and without these contexts, ambiguities may be

unsolvable.

The degree of reliance on nonlinguistic contexts seems to

vary from one language to another, and Chinese should not be

regarded as one of those which have a low degree of reliance

upon life contexts for uniqueness of reference. This does not

mean that Chinese texts are more ambiguous than the texts of

other languages. As a matter of fact, Chinese texts, if they

are long, are usually as clear as those of any other language.

Reliance on nonlinguistic contexts is heavy only when a text

is short, and sentences are ambiguous only when they are taken

from longer texts. This may be due to the fact that Chinese

uses deletion more freely and frequently than most other
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well-known languages. For example, the definite marked ni

'the' plus the classifier (M) ben in the following Chinese sen-

tence is deletable, although some ambiguity will result (shu.

'the book' or 'the books'), whereas the definite article the

.1n the English translation can never be deleted.

1. (naben) shu ni dai Lai le meiyou?

the book you bring ASP NEG ASP

'Did you bring the book?'

If language is frequently ambiguous in denoting a set of

objects or abstract units, then we cannot expect it to be free

of ambiguity in denoting the relationships between sets and

their subsets. Moreover, the optional occurrence of some

grammatical markers in the surface realization results in

further ambiguity in identification of sets, as well as in

identification of the relationship between sets. For example,

the relationship between the two sets of objects denoted by the

following two nominals can be understood in more than one way.

2. (a) nimen la_ oshi yinggai

you PL teachers must go

'You teachers should go.'

'Your teacher(s) should go.'

(b) nimen de laoshi yinggai qu

'Your teacher(s) should go.'
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The optional deletion of the genitive marker de under certain

circumstances renders sentences such as 2 (a) ambiguous.

In sentences where grammatical markers denoting the rela-

tionship between sets and thei': subsets are absent, however,

there are usually clues for the identification of sets and

subsets.

3. (a) wo yijing duguo na baben shu (119E ) de

I already read that 8 M book among

sanben le.

3 M

'I have already read three of the eight books.'

(b) Na baben shu wo yijing IEEE sanben le

'As for the eight books, I have read three of

them.'

The relation between na baben shu 'those eight books' and

sanben 'three books' can be easily recognized, no matter

whether the relational marker dangzhong 'among, within' appears

in the sentence or not.

The domain of this study is not as clearcut as my delinea-

tion in the first sentence of this paper might suggest. First

of all, we are not always sure whether the notions of whole and

part, set and subset, or universe and scope are expressed in

given sentences. For example, it is clear that the idea of
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the set-subset relationship is present in (a) and (b) below,

and not in (c) and (d). But we are not quite sure whether such

an idea is contained in (e) and (f) or not.

4. (a) tushuguan li de shu ta xiang kankan naxie yong

library in book he think see use

zhongwen xie de

Chinese write

'He wants to see the books in the library that

are written in Chinese.'

'Of the books in the library, he wants to see

those written in Chinese.'

(b) ni actba zhongyao de shu dangzhong tiaochu

you must important book among select

rongyi de xi eux du

easy first read

'You have to choose among the important books

and read the easy ones first.'

(c) wo xiang kankan tushuouan li de shu.

'I want to see the books in the library.'

(d) wo xiang kankan yong homexie de shu.

'I want to see books written in Chinese.'
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(e) ni yao xian kan rongyi er zhs22 de shu

you first read easy important book

'You have to read easy and important books first.'

(f) women xiang kankan tushuguan li, yong zhongwen

xie de shu.

'We want to see the books that are in the library

and written in Chinese.

BLC

Let BL = tushuguan li de shu 'books in the library'

BLC = tushuguan li de yong zhonven xie de shu 'books in

the library that are written in Chinese'

BC = yong zhongwen xie de shu 'books written in Chinese'

We feel confident in saying that the two expressions:

tushuguan li de shu and naxie yong pm man xie de in sentence

(a) mean what is shown in (a'). That is, in (a) two groups of

books are mentioned: the books in the library (represented by

BL) and what the speaker wants to see. it is only the shaded

portion (BLC) that is properly included in the first group of

books.
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For sentence (c) we also feel confident in saying that

only one group of books is mentioned in the sentence, and

that diagram (i) rather than (ii) should be chosen for a

better representation of (c), reserving diagram (ii) for

sentence (g).

(g) shu ta, xiang kankan tushuguan li de

'As for books, he wants to see those in tiu library.'

The same can be said for sentence (d) and diagram (d'). The

difference between (b) and (e) is similar to that between

(a) and (f).

The above explanation shows the semantic domain of this

paper. It is, of course, difficult to define the domain of a

linguistic topic on a semantic basis. This can be illustrated

by the following question: how many sets or groups of books

are mentioned in sentence OM?
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(iv.

BLC

Four answers are possible, as shown above.
la

(iv) is very

unlikely; so is (1), unless a logically sophisticated speaker

is answering the question. Diagrams (ii) and (iii) are both

likely.

Hera it is significant to notice that, so far as refer-

ence is concerned, the four interpretations in (f') are

identical, since what the speaker wants to see is the part

represented by 131,(113C, which is equal to BLC. Moreover,
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sentence (a) and (f) can be said to be equivalent, so far as

the reference of what the speaker wants to see is concerned.

Another difficulty in defining the whole-part relationship

on a semantic basis comes from the analysis of nonconcrete

elements such as time units, action frequencies, and other ab-

stract units.

5. (a) qunian wo zai nar zhule hen 0.s

last year I at there live very long

'I lived there for a long time last year.'

(b) qunian wo zai nar zhule liangge roue

'I lived there for two months last year.'

(c) qunian wo changchang dao nar zhu

frequently go

'I often went to stay there last year.'

(d) qunian wo zai nar zhule nano ci

two times

'I went there to stay twice last year.'

(e) (yiqian) wo zai nar zhule hen 11....0

before

'I stayed there very long (before).'
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(f) wo zai nar zhu Euo.

ASP

'I have lived there before.'

If we recognize a whole-part relationship between qunian 'last

year' and hen jiu 'very long' in (a) or lianggeym 'two months'

in (b), each of which is an expression of duration of time,

shall we also recognize such a relationship between the qunian

and the changchang in (c) or the Jiang ci in (d), the last two

of which are expressions of frequency? Shall we recognize any

whole-part relation between yiqian 'before' and hen 2.2. 'very

long'? Judging from the meaning of yiqian in the sentence

(that is, the period of time from my birth to the present),

there seems to be no reason to deny the existence of such a

relationship in (c) and (d). But what about sentence (e)

without Sian 'before,' which means the same thing? And what

about sentence (f), in which the aspect marker implies that I

at least lived there at one time within the period from my

birth to the present? We are not very clear about the treat-

ment of the reference that is not overtly expressed, but is

merely indirectly implied by some element in the sentence.

It seems clear that a portion or a subset of a larger set

may not necessarily be realized as a noun, as can be seen in
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(e), where the adjective hen 2.2. 'very long' is used to express

a portion of time, and in (4g), where the adjective hen duo

'very much' or 'very many' is used to describe the amount of a

subportion.

1. (g) shu to kan le hen duo le

book he see very many

'As for books, he has read a lot (of them.)'

Compared with the problem of defining the domain of this

study semantically, the problem of identifying the syntactic

notions 'noun' and 'noun phrase' seems less complicated.

Elements that can function as subject or object are nouns.

Even in cases where in the surface realizatirn there is no

noun in a noun phrase, the identification of noun phrases in

the subject or object is generally easy.
2

6. mai hua de lai le meiyou?

sell flower come ASP NEG ASP

'Has the flower seller came?'

Examples of part of a noun phrase behaving like adverbs

are dayue 'approximately,' dou 'all,' and zhi 'only.' These

have been treated as adverbs by grammarians because they usually

occur in the following position, where most preverbal adverbs

occur.

- boa., Ovs.o, . WI. <..46: ab. ,,,,,



NOUN + + NOUN

Judged from their cooccurrence restrictions with some nouns

and what they denote in connection with nouns, they should ob-

viously be regarded as part of some noun phrase.
3

Although the prepositional-postpositional phrase chule

Wang yiwai 'besides Wang' or 'in addition to Wang' has often

been considered adverbial, I analyze it as part of a noun

phrase because of its close syntactic and semantic connection

with a noun in the sentence.

In the case of time and place expressions, a decision on

the borderline between noun phrases and non-noun phrases is

more difficult. If same xiaoshi 'three hours' or liangnian

'two years' is nominal, can hen Liu 'very long' be regarded as

nominal, with the head noun shijian 'time' deleted in the sur-

face realization? The similarity between hen 11.u. 'very long'

and liange yue 'two months' in (5a) and (5b), respectively,

suggests that they should be treated alike in the deep structure,

and that they should be understood as (5a') and (5b'), re-

spectively.
4

5. (a' ) qunian wo zai nar zhu le yiduan shijian

'Last year I stayed there for some period of

time.'



zhe yiduan shijianhen

'This period of time is very long.'

(b') qunian 140 zai nar zhu le *duan shijian

'Last year I stayed there. for some period of

time.'

zhe yiduan shijian you liangge roue

'This period of time is two months.'

With the above brief discussion on the domain of this

study, I shall now describe my approach.

Since the publication of Chomskr's Syntactic structures

(1957), the form and theory of generative grammar have been

undergoing great changes, and will probably continue to chang9.

This paper is intended to be an informal inquiry into a

roughly defined aspect of a particular language .5 will not,

in general, undertake to formalize my observations as rules;

rules and P-markers, where I do give them, are only for explan-

atory convenience. I accept certain general assumptions of

generative transformational grammar: that the structure of

actual sentences is best represented in terms of surface

structures which are derived from their deep structures; that

the syntax of a language consists of two parts: (1) the Base,

which generates deep structures, and (2) the Transformation,

which turns the deep structures into surface structures; and
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that deep structures should account for the semantic inter-

pretation of sentences, while surface structures should supply

relevant information for phonetic realization. I do not, how-

ever, follow strictly any model of formalization or set of con-

ventions proposed by a particular scholar for writing a genera-

tive grammar; I prefer to interpret structures without the bias

of theories which are still developing and still inadequate,

especially for the subject treated in this paper. This is, of

course, in one sense a handicap. Many decisions made in this

study may be arbitrary and lacking in the support of general

theory.

My position in this paper with regard to the relation be-

tween syntax and semantics is, admittedly, vague.
6

What I am

clear about is that deep structures, which are the output of

the Base, provide the basis for the semantic interpretations

of sentences and are postulated for their simpler surface re-

alization. Bence I have made it a rule to represent one se-

mantic interpretation by one deep structure, disregarding the

differences or similarity among actual sentences. This prin-

ciple, to be sure, is very difficult to follow in practice,

since we do not yet have objective criteria for determining

whether two given sentences have the same meaning or not.
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Taking the following sentences for example, are (a) and (b)

identical in semantic interpretation? How many meanings are

possible in sentence (b)?

7. (a) wo du le na baben shu de sanben le

I read that eight book three

'I read three of the eight books.'

(b) na baben shu wo duguo sanben le

that eight book I read three

'As for the eight books, I have read three of

them.'

Tentatively, I shall, for the purposes of presentation,

recognize two kinds of meanings: (1) meanings on the denota-

tive level, in which the notions of the actor-of, the receiver-

of, action, time, place, etc., are relevant, and (2) meanings

on the discourse level, in which the notions of the topic-of,

the comment-of, etc., are relevant. It is on the denotative

level that (a) and (b) are identical, and it is on the

discourse level that (a) and (b) are different. This does not

mean that I advocate two subcomponents in the Base. I simply

do not know how the second kind of meaning should be incor-

porated in the grammar; I can only discuss several possible

ways of handling this problem. Therefore, in the first few
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chapters I shall ignore the difference between the two sen-

tences and postulate the same deep structure for their basic

semantic interpretation. In a later chapter I shall discuss

several ways to account for the difference between two such

sentences.



1. Components of determinatives

The notion of the determinative or adjunct to the noun

seems so widespread among linguists that it is hardly necessary

to define it here. From a semantic viewpoint, the determinative

either defines the denotation together with the head noun. or

describes the reference already defined by other parts of the

noun phrase.

The following determinatives may appear as part of the

matrix string or as part of an embedded string in the Base.

1.1. Quantitatives and their equivalents

NUP

8. (a) sange ren 'three persons'

(b) henduo ren 'many persons'

1.2. Modifier (MOD).

MOD

9. (a) hone shu 'red book'

(b) yao tai de ren 'people who are

coming'

1.3. Genitive (GEN).

GEN

10. (a) wode Ehipiao ' my check'

(b) womende chezi our car'



1.4. Specifying markers

di ' -th', qian 'front,' shang 'upper,' in the fol-

lowing phrases, and hou 'back,' xia 'lower,' etc., can be called

specifying determiners, since they serve to restrict nouns by

specifying their position in terms of space:

11. (a) di sange 'the third'

(b) qign sange 'the front three'

(c) shang yige 'the upper one'

Among these only di '-th' needs to be introduced in

the Base. The rest can be derived from a modifier with a lo-

cative time expression plus a definite marker. Hence (11b, c)

may have come from (12b, c), respectively.

12. (b) (na sange) zai gignbian de na sange

at front that three

The three that are in the front.'

(c) (na yige zai plAnalAIR de rib, yip

at above that one

'The one on the top.'

1.5. Definite and indefinite markers

The 261.1 in (13a) and na in (13b) can be regarded as in-

definite marker and definite marker, respectively. (See Sec-

tion 3.7.4. for alternative solutions for indefinite i..§.12.)
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13. (a) es rise r4n ni

one person want see you

'Someone wants to see you.'

(b) wg Ec2 ben shu le

I already read that book

'I have read that book already.'

1.6. Generic marker

Nouns of generic reference are usually unmarked, as in (14a),

but if the generic reference is emphasized, the marker fansbi or

suoyoude 'all, any, so long as' is used as in (14b).

14. (a) bizi hen chana,

elephant nose very long

'An elephant has a long nose.'

(b) fanshi xiang bizi dou hen Chang

so long as elephant nose all very long

'Al]. elephants have long noses.'

'So long as it is an elephant, it has a long

nose.'

1.7. Deictic marker

The deictic markers zhe these' and ng. 'that, those'

should be distinguished from their homonyms: the zhe and nft in

(1) the prodegree zheme, name (2) the proadverbs of manner

zhemeyang 'this way,' namerang 'that way' (3) the pronouns zhege
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'this one,' nap 'that one,' zhexie 'these,' nhxie 'those,' and

(4) prosentences--zhe and na as in (15):

(15) to bu xiang cu le

he not want go

f_ep.1
zhe

(tthhiats)

zenmo xing

how be right

'He does not want to go any more. How could (
that

) be
this

possible?' (or 'This won't do.')

and (5) the definite marker nA, etc. Admittedly, the distinction

is sometimes hard to make,

The deictic marker zhe denotes (or implies) the presence of

the object in question near the speaker; na denotes its location

far from the speaker.

The definite marker a has little near/distant or now/then

reference (16a, b), since such reference is often denoted in the

restrictive modifier. As a matter of fact, the definite marker

nA can be deleted, if the preceding restrictive modifier is not

deleted, without affecting the meaning of the sentence.

16. (a) to zuotian diu de na wazhi aie,nbT ylzhf

he yesterday lost that five pencil still

mei zhaodao

not find

ilbefive pencils he lost yesterday have still

not been found.'
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(b) na w&zhi dada wo zhdodao

that five pencil I find

'I found the five pencils.'

(c) shi zht wazhi

be this five

'They are these five.'

(a) btt shhii n, wdzhi

not be that five

'They are not those five.'

(e) shi, zhtxie zli wo gitinmian den, wazhi clianb!

yes these at I front the rive pencil

Diu shi

be

'Yes, they are those that are in front of me.'

The na in (a) and (b) is a definite marker. The restric-

tive modifier maybe absent as in (b), and then the definite-

ness of the noun is indicated solely by That the definite

marker and the deictic marker are different can be seen from

the contrast in (b, c, d)--(b) and (c) are spoken by the same

person about the same five pencils--and the cooccurrence of the

deictic marker zht 'this, these' and the definite marker n. in

(e).

That the deictic marker is closely related to the locative



can be seen from (17a), in which the deictic marker zha 'this'

does not match the nix- 'there.'

The na and zha do not have to match the locative in (17d)

and (e), since the locatives are in the modifying clause and

not in the main clause.

17. (a) *zhe wuben shu zai nar

this five book at there

(b) (xianzai) zai wo qianmian de zhe wuben shu

(now) at my front this five book

shi shei de?

be whose

'Whose are these five books which are (now)in

front of me?'

(c) (xianzai) zai ni zhuoshang de na wuben shu

(now) at your desk

shei de?
the

'Whose are (
those

) five books which are (now) on

your desk?'

(d) (zuotian) zai wo zhege zhuoshang de awubw.

(yesterday) my desk

shu shi wo de

mine

'The books that were on my desk (yesterday) are mine.'
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(e) (zuotian) zai ni nAge zhuoshang de zhe wuben shu shi

(yesterday)

to de

his

'These five books which were on your desk (yesterday)

are his.'

A problem arises, however, when one has to decide whether

the zhe in (17b), and the na in (17c) are deictic markers,

definite markers, or both. In view of the fact that the noun

phrase in (16a) has a similar structure to that in (17b) and

(c), i.e. 18, one wonders if there is any formal criterion

to distinguish the two.

(18)

MOD

The answer is negative, even though na without a deictic refer-

ence is never placed before MOD, and there is a tendency for

na with a deictic reference to precede MOD. For the ma in

(17c) may or may not have such a reference, as can be seen from

the translations. It should be noted here that two na's

(definite and deictic) are recognized, in spite of this lack

of definite criteria to determine whether ma has a deictic

reference or not, and in spite of the ambiguity that the na
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may have in most of its occurrences in this position (i.e.

MOD -1-RUP+N).

As for the zhe in (17b), this should be regarded as a

deictic marker only, not as both deictic and definite. This

means that there is only one definite marker (i.e. na), and he

can only be a deictic marker when it is used as a determiner

(i.e. when it is not used as a pronoun). This is so because

definiteness is implied in deixis, and there is no need to

recognize two morphemes, one of which is always implied by the

other.
7 We need to recognize a definite marker nal because

there are nouns that are definite, but do not necessarily have

any deictic reference.

Occasionally people use zhe 'this' for persons or things

which are not present.

19. (a) a jade Wang xiansheng zen am?

you feel Wang Mr. how

'What do you think of Mr. Wang?'

(b) WO jugde zhege rdn zhen

I feel this person real strange

think this man is very strange.'

But we still can regard the zhe 'this' in (19b) as a

deictic marker because the name Mx. Wang is present in either a

written or a spoken form. A similar use of the deictic marker
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zhe for referring to a name rather than the object itself can

be seen in

20. (a) Wang xiansheng zhege ren ienyang?

Mr. this person haw

'What do you think of Mr. Wang?

(b) zhege ren ni judde ienyang?

this person you feel how

'What do you think of this person?'

zhe 'this' in (20a) refers to the Wang xiansheng Wang'

just mentioned. The zhe in (20b) may be used when the speaker

is pointing to the name of a person on a list.

An extended use of zhe 'this' and a 'that' is their

spatio-temporal reference in proadverbs of manner and proncuns:

is used to replace an object or action existing at a place

or time remote from here or now and zhe for that which exists

here and now.

As sentence substitutes zhe and a have hardly any near vs.

distant reference; the choice between the two is rather arbi-

trary. (See 15)

1.8. Scope expressions

qudnbu 'totally; all,' dabufen 'majority,' etc., have

been generally regarded as adverbs of scope.
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Mei Age

21. (a) taraen

gage

(b)

they only xl/obufen want to

'Only a few of them want to go.'

'Only the minority of them want to go.'

In this analysis they will be regarded as a part of the

determinative.

25

dou yao qu

'They all want to go.'

'Every one of them

wants to go.'

'Every one of them

wants to go.'

dabufen 'The majority of them

s.
want to go.'

Itamers ziyou ilP P...2. aa

1.9. Adverbs of impression of scope

dou 'all' and z 'only' in (21a) and (21b), respectively,

indicate the speaker's impression of the scope of the noun.

Since they often go with the verb, and cannot occur with a noun

but without the verb in the surface realization, they are

usually regarded as verb adjuncts. This analysis treats them

as part of the determinative because of their close relation-

ship with the scope expressions, including the numerals in the

W 1 I 6.6



determinative.
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1.10. Limiting adverbials

The limiting adverbials are often considered as sub-

ordinate phrases or clauses conjoined to the main clause by

conjunctions: chdle . . . Awai 'besides, except,' qta de

'others.'

22. dtade nb. jifige rdn alga dou ei le

other that nine person all die

'All the other nine persons died.'

23. n rdn chile to Awai dou di le

that nine person except he all die

'The nine persons all died, except him.'

For reasons to be given shortly, I regard limiting ad-

verbials as part of the determinative.
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2. Definite, indefinite and generic reference

2.1. Definite and indefinite reference

Though Chinese has what we may call definite and indef-

initemarkers, it tends to depend on word. order to indicate

definite and indefinite reference. (Cf. Chao, 1965, p. 98- )

Definite'nouns tend to be placed before the verb or even the

subject, whereas indefinite nouns are usually placed after the

verb. It is noteworthy that nouns in such positions may or

may not have a marker for definiteness or indefiniteness.

24. (a) A ya,o cling ka

I want invite gist 'I want to invite some guest(s).'

'I want to treat (some one).'

(b) karen ldi le

guest come 'The guest(s) has (have) come.'

But definite nouns do occur after the main verb, and in-

definite nouns before it, and in these cases definiteness and

indefiniteness are usually, though not always, marked.

25. (a) WO xie wan n& fong xln le

I write finish that one letter

'I finished writing that letter.'
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(b) ils;disp4ngyouskiwo ylben shu

a friend give me a book

'A friend (of mine) gave me a book.'

A noun appearing after the main verb may be definite and

yet unmarked. These cases of unmarked definite nouns may in-

clude instances such as the following:

(1) when the noun has generic reference

26. alggaaa r4n dou zunzh6ng 16o rdn

Chinese people all respect old people

'All Chinese respect aged people.'

(2) when the definiteness of a noun is understood

from the meaning of the noun (i.e. proper nouns or their equiva-

lents).

27. a kanjian yualiang ma?

you see the moon

'Do you see the moon?'

(3) when the definiteness can be inferred from life

contexts.

28. Audao menkou ldi.

please walk to door

'Please come to the door.'



(4) when the definiteness can be determined by

linguistic contexts:

a. nouns with modifiers which have superlative

constructions:

29. (a) shxu4 shi wo zi Xihuan de gonOce

math be I most like course

'Math is the course which I like best.'

b. nouns with restrictive modifiers:

29. (b) zhe liu.shi a zdotian nigi de shu

this be you yesterday buy book

'This is the book you bought yesterday.'

29. (c) Wang San shi wo_ men xudxik de .2z.ya.i,deIt.

be our school principal

'Wang San is the principal of our school.'

c. nouns whose definiteness can be inferred

from some other noun(s) in the same sentence or previous sen-

tence(s). For example, the unique reference of xuexiao

'school' can be inferred from the context and should be under-

stood as Wang San yizhi zai shang de nage xuexiao 'the school

that Wang San had been attending.'
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29. (d) Wanes San bu shou xiaogui

MG observe school regulations

bei xuexiao kaichu le

school dismissed

'Wang San was dismissed because he did not observe

school regulations.'

(5) when a noun is used in an abstract sense

30. ni y o bu nc2 ddshu?

you want not want study book

'Do you want to study?'

In brief, the definite marker is not constantly (or obli-

gatorily) present, and the rules for its distribution are

difficult to formulate because we need to refer to stretches

of discourse longer than the sentence and to nonlinguistic

context.
8

In spite of many difficulties involved in determinimg the

conditioning factors that underlie the question of the presence

or absence of the so-called definite and indefinite markers,

the notions of definiteness and indefiniteness must be

recognized, as can be seen from the above examples. Unfortu-

nately, we still know very little about which categories of

nouns possess a definite vs. indefinite distinction. We also
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know very little about another important question: if there

are categories of nouns that possess such a distinction, is

this distinction obligatory or optional? In other words, is

the definite/nondefinite distinction mandatory for some

Chinese nouns as number and tense are in English, or is it

like time expressions in English that are used only when the

speaker feels like it?

2.2. Determinatives that exclude definite and indefinite

markers

To answer our first question, we must first find out

which determinatives are mutually exclusive with the definite

marker nA and the indefinite marker Apil. So far as surface

structure is concerned, the indefinite marker may be you +

NUP before the main verb and NUP after the main verb.9 This

indefinite 'marker' and the following determinatives are

mutually exclusive with the definite marker nA:

(a) The deictic markers na and zh6, which, as I have men-

tioned, imply definite reference

(b) The numeral marker di

(c) Specializing determiners:shang 'dbove, upper,' xis.

'lower,' qi6n 'front,' 'back, behind' are mutually ex-

clusive with na or you in NUP N. But shang, xia, etc.
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can be regarded as contractions with the definite marker in

this position. (See 1.4.)

2.3. Nouns that take no definite or indefinite marker

Next we need to know which types of nouns do not take

any definite or indefinite marker.

(a) Proper nouns and pronouns take no definite or in-

definite marker. The yOu' and IA in the following (a's)

should be derived through a deletion transformation from (bls).

31. (a) jintian youge Wand xiansheng 1.i zao ni

today Mr. come see you

'A. (certain) Mr. Wang came to see you today.'

(b) jintian gouge jiao Wang xiansheng de rdn lai

today call Mr. man come

eitto a

see you

man called Itr. Wang came to see you today.'

32. (a) A ranshi de nawei Wing xiansheng shi be choujan de

I know that Mr. be not smoke

'That Mr. Wang I know of does not smoke.'

(b) wo ranshi de nawei xiansheng de rdn shi bh

I know that call Mr. man be not
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chouyen de

smoke

'The man whom I know who is called Mr. Wang does not

smoke.'

The na's that precede the pronouns in the following (a's)

should be regarded as deictic markers in apposition in the

(b's). (Compare 311.a, b with 34a',
)10

33. (a; wo pian bu ba nage W4ng San dailai

I stubbornly not that bring

'I stubbornly did not bring (that) Wang San here.'

) w1S plan bu '66 Wing San page ren dailai

I stubbornly not that man bring over

here

'I stubbornly did not bring (that) Wang San here.'

34. (a) 2211. San la le, I. SI E. 14i le, zhIyvou

(

come

lao Wang h4i bu ldi

old still not come

'Zhang San has came; Li Si has also come. Only that

Old Wang has not come yet.'

(b) Zhang San 14i le, IX SI ye_ 14i le, zhii6u lao W4ne.

only

also come only that
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galren hdi bu

that man still

'Zhang San has come. Li Si has also come. Only Old

Wang, that man, has not come yet.'

34. (a') Yldall kta le, Elkankaa le, zhry3u 424

Italy defeat Germany only this

a Riben hai bu k4n teuxiAng

Japan still not willing surrender

'Italy was defeated and so was Germany. Only Japan

(this country) was not willing to surrender.'

(b') Yldall kaa le, Ddguo rye kda le, pry& aben

Italy defeat Germany also defeat only Japan

zhage gdoitia hai bu

this country still not willing surrender

'Italy was defeated and so was Germany. Only Japan,

this country, was not willing to surrender.'

The following ta 'he' should be regarded as a common noun

rather than a pronoun, as can be seen from the translatiorl.

35. (a) ta d e n hata hen shu&L

her that he very hands on1e

'That boy friend of hers is very handsome.'

(b) Nouns with generic reference do not take any definite

or indefinite marker.
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Generic nouns may be marked with either ifioyoude 'all' or

fgnshi 'all.' When fanshi is chosen for an object, the noun

phrase must be placed before the verb, and the adverb of to-

tality dou or a totality word. like qtianbu before the predi-

cate.

36. (a) fAnshi nAo dou ang fei

all bird all can fly

1.4111 birds can fly,' or 'So long as it is a bird,

it can fly.'

(b) fanshi niXo dou ng lei

Abufen

All
birds can fly.

Most

(c) fanshi xiaoshuo ta dou xihuan du

novel he like read

'He likes to read (any kind of) novels.'

(d) ta fanshi xiaoshuo dou xihuan du

'He likes to read (any kind of) novels.'

When siiszoille 'all' is chosen for an dbject, transposition

of the noun phrase is not obligatory. But when it is trans-

posed, the adverb of totality or a totality word is required.
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37. (a) v6 -Moyan aloyoude zh5ngka

I dislike all politician

'I dislike all politicians.'

(b) siloyoude, zhangke wO dou ti,om

all politician I all dislike

'I dislike all of the politicians.'

But generic nouns are usually unmarked, unless their

generic character is emphasized, as in sentences (36) and

(37).

38. LOLL de zhili bi hcluzi gao

dog intelligence monkey high

'The intelligence of a dog is higher than that of a

monkey.'

In the Base, generi,xess is marked with Gnr (Bl1), which

is mutually exclusive with UNVa. (UNVa will be explained

later.)

Gnr is expanded into ihoyoude 'all' or null; fdnshi is

derived from sdoyoude.

A noun plus a preceding glyizhOng 'a kind of is not

considered a generic noun.

39. &I. A. zhang hul fad

have one kind fish can generate electricity
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'There is a kind of fish that generates electricity.'

We do not know which other categories of nouns fail to

take definite or indefinite markers; it seems reasonable,

howeve-, to assume that all countable nouns (nouns that take

individual measures, or classifiers Mc) can take them. This

does not exclude the possibility of allowing uncountable nouns

to take a definite or indefinite marker.

4o. (a) WO bu Ahuan tade na

I not like her that kind beauty

'I do not like her kind of beauty.'

(b) to shenshang de na ploa ch6uwai zhen ngnshbu

he body that kind smell real hard toler-

ate

'It is hard to tolerate that kind of smell on his

body.'

(c) you yixie ni zhan zai WO shenshang le

some mud stick on I body

'Some mud stuck to my body.'

2.4. Are definiteness and indefiniteness mandatory in

Chinese?
11

Definiteness and indefiniteness do not seem to be man-

datory for Chinese nouns. This means that definiteness and
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indefiniteness are marked only when the speaker' finds it

necessary. These categories are not like English tense and

number, which must always be marked, but like English or

Chinese time and locative expressions, which are specified

only when it is necessary to make them explicit. One may

argue that one can determine whether a noun is definite or in-

definite in most cases, ani hence definiteness and indefinite-

ness should be obligatorily marked in the Base, the markers

then being optionally deleted through transformations. To do

this we must be able to write rules to determine the deletions

of these markers, which are introduced as obligatory adjuncts

to at least some nouns, as shown below.

Dind NUP

)

Ddef

But this can be done only when a numeral phrase is

chosen for a noun, as in the following examples, where

definite and indefinite reference are unambiguous.

41a) wo mai le yiben shu

I buy one book

'I bought a book.'



4Ib) wo mai le yixie shu

I buy some book

I bought some books.

42. A Ai le na

39

I bought that book.

'I bought those books.'

43. &.1 rdn 'di le

Axle

A person has come.

'Some persons have come.'

44. na
1.21

rdn 14i le110.0.

That person has come.

'Those persons have come.'

shu
l2

In cases where no numeral phrase is chosen for a noun, a

very large context or even the life context is needed to deter-

mine definiteness and indefiniteness. Hence the nouns in the

above sentences would be ambiguous in this respect, if the num-

eral phrase were not present.

Here are examples in which nouns are unmarked.
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45. (a) WO xiIng x16 lam

I want write letter

'I want to write a/the letter.'

(b) to xin 'de wan sahou iu 14i ignni

he letter write finish after come see you

'He will come to see you after he finishes writing

the/a letter.'

Though there is a tendency for the xin 'letter' in (45a)

to be indefinite and that in (45b) to be definite, the oppo-

site is entirely possible in both cases. If a numeral phrase

is inserted without a definite marker, then the nouns in the

above can be understood only as indefinite.

In view of this, I propose the following phrase struc-

ture for Chinese noun phrases. (Details are omitted.)

NP

<D'et>.

NNUP

Determiners (D, including deictic, definite, indefinite, and

ordinal numeral markers) are obligatorily chosen with a numeral

phrase (NUP); Det is optionally chosen for a noun./3

(I am not sure whether we should let all kinds of nouns take

Det optionally or let some kinds of nouns take Det



obligatorily and prohibit all other kinds from taking a Det.

The question is too general to discuss here.)

2.5. Number

It is safe to say that number is an optional category for

Chinese nouns. The only reservation needed in this connection

is that when a noun takes a measure word, a definite marker, or

a deictic, number is obligatory. This is so because *D +N or

41-EN without a numeral is ungrammatical.

46. (a) shu le

book break

'The book has become ragged.'

(b) *ben shu le

(c) *na shu EA le

The notion of a binary distinction in number, singular vs.

plural, can be observed in determinatives in which the numerals

are absent when they are used either as an attribute to or as a

substitute for nouns.

47. (a) zhb yiben shu pb le __-)

the one book break

'This book has become ragged.'

(a') zhb ben shu pb le
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(a") zha ben fib, le

'This has become ragged.'

(b) zha iiangben shu pb le

two

(b') zhaxie ben shu le

these

(b ") zhaxie p le

'These have become ragged.'

(c) zha sanben shut le

three

(c') zha xie ben shu 2$21 le

these

(c") zhaxie pAle

'These have become ragged.'

It seems proper to show this distinction by deriving WiMc

and Diocie-Wc from D4NU1liM and D+NU2-114, respectively (where NU1

stands for Sri 'one' and NU2 for a numeral greater than one).

However, this does not exclude the introduction of xie

'some' in the Base for two reasons:

(1) Some nouns cannot take D41Vlkffic, but may take

xie.

48a) zhexie nitu +Jthis (some) mud' yixie nitu 'some mud'

b) zhexie fen 4-'this (some) powder' yixie fen 'some powder'
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48. (c) *zhexie fie nitu

these mud

(d) *zhexie fa fen *yixie Es fen

powder

These nouns are mass nouns. Therefore we need yixie 'some,'

jige 'several,' etc., for mass nouns in the Base.

(2) It is rather counterintuitive to say that all cases

of zhexie ben shu 'these books,' naxiege ren 'those people,' etc.,

are derived from D+NU+Mc+N 'where NU is greater than one), and

never vice versa. There are cases in which zhexie 'these' and

naxie 'those' are used as substitutes for Di-NU41.11+N, and it is

only in these cases that such a derivation is appropriate.

Moreover, we need a transformation for pronumeralization. There

are also cases, to be sure, where a speaker uses zhexie or naxie

in the very beginning without any idea of a spe-tfic number, ex-

c'pt that he is quite sure that the nouns in question are plural.
14

Unless my observation that in some cases yixie 'some,' jige

'several,' etc., are used prior to any specified numeral is re-

garded as irrelevant in transformational analysis, there is no

reason to exclude such words from the Base. Hence, according to

my xolution, zhexie shu 'these books' may have two sources:

(1) zha sanben shu etc. - -- *zha 2121e ben shu
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zhexie shu, and
zhe yixie shu

(2) *zhe yixie ben shu - --+ zhexie ben shu

zhe yixie shu

zhexie shu

zhexie from source (1) is a substitute for a numeral;

zhexie from source (2) is purely a deictic marker plus a

plural marker, and nothing else.

The question of whether yixie 'several' as a plural pro-

numeral for countable nouns should appear in the Base is

closely related to the question of whether pronouns like I,

you, and he should appear in the Base. If I, you, etc.,

should be derived transformationally on the grounds that they

must be identical in reference with some human nouns (e.g.

The doctor said to the boy, "Could you show me your hand?"),

and should be derived from the latter (plus first, second,

and third person, which should be generated from the Base) to

show this relationship, then the pronumerals under discussion

should have no place in the Base either. If, on the other

hand, pronouns are introduced in the Base, without showing

their relation to other nouns, on any grounds, then the pro-

numeral should be introduced likewise, for consistency's sake.
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3. Scope

Here we shall be concerned with the part of the determin-

ative which I call scope (SCP).

3.1. Scope in contrast with universe

At first glance, one may be puzzled as to how the two

bracketed expressions in each of the following sentences are

related to each other and to the rest of the sentence:

49. (a) [agmei karen] zh/ l&ile [sanwei]

eight guest only come three

'Out of the eight guests only three came.'

(b) [me bazhi gianbfl ta Sri dadtan le [sanzhi]

that eight pencil he break three

'Of the eight pencils he broke three.'

(c) [ta zuotian diu de na baben shu] wo

he yesterday lose that eight book I

[when]

find five

'Of the eight books he lost yesterday, I found five.'

(d) [Tvin ila rda] zh/;01, [zhe range ren]

all family person only this three person

ta

afraid he
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'Among the whole fanny, only these three persons

are afraid of him.'

To regard what precedes the verb as the subject and what

follows the verb as the object is out of the question, since in

(49a, b, c) the first bracketed expressions have no such rela-

tionship with the second ones as denoted by the verbs. Plor,l-

over, (d) would be left unsolvable, since the two bracketed

nominal expressions both precede the verb.

One may propose to derive (a-d) through conjoining tans-

formations, regarding the first bracketed expressions as the

potential subjects (or objects in the case of (b) and (c)) and

the second ones as the actual subjects (or objects in the

case of (b) and (c)). This solution may render a unified

structure to each of the sentences as a whole, but it fails in

a significant way, since it does not show the relationships be-

tween the first and second bracketed expressions satisfactor-

ily. (See 3.7. for discussion of other alternatives.)

How the first and the second expressions are related to

each other can be seen from the following:

(1) All the first expressions denote a quantity that is

greater than that of the second, and interchanging the two

would make the sentences nonsensical (probably ungrammatical).
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(2) The classifier (e.g. wei, the honorific classifier

for human beings) in the first bracketed expressions is usually

identical with that in the second expressions. Where it is not

identical, it is a group measure, such as qun 'group' or ban

'class,' which denote a unit including more members than what is

denoted by the measure word in the second bracketed expressions.

(3) When BA15 is used for (49b),the most natural way of

arranging the sentence is to put the first expression imme-

diately after BA, the second expression remaining after the verb.

49' (b) ta pa [na bazhl qianbil aduan le [sanzhi]

he that eight pencil break three

Ignoring the second expression, the sentence is in accor-

dance with the general arrangement of BA-sentences: Subject+BA+

Object+verb.
16

(4) When passive BEI17 is used in (490 and (c), the pas-

sive marker BEI can be placed after the first bracketed expres-

sions; the second ones remain after the verbs.

49" (b) [na bazhi gianbi] bei ta daduan le [sanzhi]

eight pencil he break three

(c) ta zdotian diu de na baben shu ei ta jign le mlben

lose eight book he find five
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Disregarding the second expressions, the two sentences

have the general pattern of passive sentences: object+BEI +

subject+verb. It is obvious from the behavior of the first

expressions in the pretransitivtl and passive sentences that

these expressions should not be regarded as adverbial in the

Base, but as subject or object.

(5) If (a, b, c) are changed into the negative, the second

expressions have to be transposed before the verbs and after the

first bracketed expressions

50. (a) [Awei karen] zh/ y u [sanwei] m4iyou la

eight guest only three not come

'Only three of the eight guests did not came.'

CO Era bazhi clianbI] [sanzhi] to m4i aduan

that eight pencil three he not break

'Of the eight pencils he did not break three.'

(c) Eta zdotian diu de rib, baben shu] you [when]

he yesterday lose that eight book five

w3 m4i jAndao

(6) If the adverb zhl 'only' is absent (a, b, c) can be

rewritten as follows. Here the first expressions appear like

MOD's to the second ones, for they are connected to the latter

by de.
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51. (1) [na. bawei karen] de [salmwei] la le

that eight guest three come

'Out of those eight guests three have come already.'

ta dliduam [nn, bazhi 21.anbI] danphong. de [sanzhi]

he break eight pencil three

'He broke three of those eight pencils.'

(c) w5 jik le [ta zdotian diu de /IA baben chu] de

I find he yesterday lose eight book

[Aben]

five

'Of the eight books he lost yesterday, I found five.'

(7) The first expressions denote wholes of which the second

expressions are parts. The second ones denote that part of the

whole which is relevant in what is denoted by the verbs. Since

tJe first bracketed expressions denote the wholes, they must

always be definite; the second ones maybe definite (d) or in-

definite (a, b, c) in reference.

From what has been observed above, it would surely be mis-

leading to say either that only the first bracketed expressions

(i.e. the wholes) are the subjects (or the objects in the case

of (b) and (c)) or that only the second ones (i.e. the parts)

are the srbjects (or the object in case of (b) and (c)) in the
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In spite of the frequent discontinuity, the whole

together with the part should. be regarded as a unit, or a con-

stituent functioning as subject (or object in the case of (b)

and (c)) in the deep structure.

To discuss how the whole and the part may behave in a

sentence will be my chief concern in the remainder of this

chapter. To avoid too many complications, I shall limit my

discussion to cases in which the whole and the part share the

same noun. Cases in which the whole and the part do not share

the same noun will be discussed briefly in 3.7. This does not

mean, of course, that the whole and the part with different

nouns are insignificant or irrelevant to our present problem.

On the contrary, they must be investigated before any satis-

factory solution can be found for our problem. Our avoiding

the discussion of such important cases is motivated by con-

venience of presentation.

Since the whole and the part share the same noun under

our present discussion, it is quite proper to det.i.ve them as

a part of the determinative in a noun phrase. In other words,

we shall derive the second expressions in (49) from the scope

(SCP), signifying the part,and the first expression minus

the noun from the universe MO) signifying the whole, as

presented in the following:



It will be noted as we proceed that the above arrangement

for the structure of NP is motivated by simplicity for the trans-

formations which rearrange its members. In spite of the general

opinion that word order is comparatively fixed in Chinese, there

is a certain amount of freedom in arrangement of UNV and SCP in

the sentence (if we ignore the topic-comment or described-

describing relation).

Generally speaking, if NP is the object, UNVa + N may be

transposed before the verbs or the subject. If NP is the sub-

ject, the SCPa maybe shifted after the N or after the verb in

the derived string.

3.2. The structure of the universe and scope

3.2.1. Universe

The UNVa is expanded as follows:

1111111121111110211.11111111161111111radirimmi---
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Iva

UNV

\EXC> <MOD> Dm

Ddef

NUP

The excluding adverbial (EKC, chule ... yiwai 'except,

besides') may cooccur with a definite (45), but not with a

generic noun. That is why Gnr is alternatively chosen with UNVa

instead of UNV (B11).

52. chdlelaRg San yiwai de na shloar4n dou ga le

that ten person all go

'All ten persons went, but not (and not counting) Wang San.'

Generic nouns may or may not be marked. As mentioned above,

Gnr has two terms, fdnshi 'all' and zero in the Blse. From

finshi can be derived its free alternant *Aide 'all.'

fgnshi

53. (a) rdn dou you lrxino
suoyoude

'All men have reasons.'

The choice of finshi (or s6oy8ude) as an alternative to

zero can be regarded as emphasis on genericness. Fanshi could
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be made an optional term, rather than an alternative term with

zero. This would lead to an interpretation that all unmarked

nouns in the Base are generic, an interpretation which may re-

sult in difficulty.

Any noun taking a restrictive modifier is not regarded as

generic, though it may take rdnshi or siloy6ude. In this case,

the fdnshi or s5oy6ude is regarded as emphasis on the totality

of the noun with a restricted modifier, and will be introduced

through a transformation.

53. (b) fdrishi zai chin de ren quin dou 'arida() zhage gig

all at people all see this miracle

'All the people who were present saw this miracle.'

The restrictive modifier may be absent (understood).
20

The definite marker with a following NUP may be deleted when a

restrictive modifier is present (e.g. (29)).

To denote the whole (or the universe), the determiner needs

to be a deictic marker (Dm, na 'that,' zhe 'this') or a definite

marker (Ddef, na 'the'). And even if there is no such marker in

the surface realization, it should be understood that such

markers exist in the deep structure.

511. (a) (zhe) shige zai chuan li de ren Si le sange

the ten in boat person die three
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'Three of these ten persons in the boat died.'

(b) zai chuan li de (na) shige ren si le sange

'Three of the ten persons in the boat died.'

3.2.2. Scope

The SCP
a

is expanded as

SCP
a

< <ADsc> NUP <MOD> <Tot> <MOD>

Prt

An excluding adverbial in the SCP is different from one in

the UNV, though their components are similar, and though only

one EXC is possible in a noun phrase.

55. (a) na shige ren chule Wan San yiwai quan dou cu le

that ten person except all go

'All the ten persons went except Wang San.'

In (52) ten persons went; in (55), nine persons went. We

regard the excluding adverbial in (52) as a limiting modifier

to the universe and that in (55) as one to the scope. Unlike
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the EXC in (52), that in (55a) can also be placed before the

subject (or, more exactly, the determiner denoting the universe

plus the noun) (55b) , and at the end of the sentence (55c)

without changing in meaning. Notice that when it is placed be-

fore shige r4n 'those ten persons,' no de is present as in

(52).

55. (b) chdle lotting San yiwai, sh121 r4n sgadou sA le

'Except Wang San all of those ten persons went.'

(c) na ship r4n dou 2A le, chdle Wing San y......3"Arai

'All those ten persons went except Wang San.'

The main part of SCP may be either a determiner denoting

totality (DETt) or a determiner denoting partitivitr (DETp).

The main reason for this division is that the former takes the

adverb of scope (ADscp) dou, while the latter may take zhi

only' as its adverb of Scope.

3.3. Determinative for totality

All the determinatives for totality (Tot) except .1,.uinb`u

and tontong 'all' take the adverb of scope dou 'all' obli-

gatorily. The dou here rarely has any meaning when totality

words are present (i.e. not deleted).
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meiyi +M

+M)

quanbu

(tongtong)

dibafen

56. nixie xudsheng
ranhi +M

(wdlhn nIyi + /4)

(meiyou bu)

every

) dou la le

M = classifier

all

(all)

'Those students ' most, or majorityt all came.'

any

(no matter which)

(no matter which)

qudnba and its synonym tongtong may or may not take dou,

and dou alone can be used instead of quanbu dou or quinba, with-

out difference in meaning.

It is clear that dou can be introduced through a trans-

formation on the strength of the constituent Tot. Then qudribh

(and tongtong) can be optionally deleted on the strength of dou.

In this way dou need not be present in the Base.
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Besides deriving tongtong from qudhbh 'all,' we can

derive Alan +M 'no matter which' from renhe +M

'any' and reduplication of measure OM + M) from meiyi +M

'every +11' (e.g. meiyiben bgnign 'every bin'), since the

pairs are symonymous.

The double negative used for emphasis upon the arbitrary

sense of 'any' or 'each without exception' can be derived from

renhe a + dou (c). Here one of the negative markers goes

with the SCP, and the other goes with the verb. Notice that

no dou is allowed in a double negative construction.

57. (a) tushuguan li de renhe yiben shu ta dou kanguo le

library in any one book he all read

'He has read whichever book is in the library.'

(b) tushuguan li wulun ndyiben shu ta dou kanguo le

library whichever book

'He has read whichever book is in the library.'

(c) tushuguan li meiyou yibenshu ta mei hamea

no one book he not read

'There is no single book in the library that he has

not read.'

58. (a) wode shu renhe yiben dou hen Esjiazhi,

my book any one all very valuable
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'All my books are very valuable.'

(b) wode shu wu].un ngyiben dou hen you Aiazhi

whichever one

'Whichever book I have 1.1t very valuable.'

wode shu meiyou yiben mei Eajiazhi

no one not

'None of may books is valueless.'

Since a verb can be negated in the Base, it is possible, after

double negation is derived fraa the Tot renhe +14 + dou, for

a string to have three negative markers.

A double negative plus the negative marker which is given

by the Base to go with the verb will not be grammatical until

the two negative markers accompanying the verb are cancelled.

(Cf. double negative in English.)

59. (a) renhe ren dou buken

(c)

any people all not willing go

'Everybody is not willing to go.'

(b) fteiyou yige ren bu buken cu

no one person not not willing go

' *Nobody is not unwilling to go.'

(c) map= Elks rdn kgn

no one willing go

'No one is willing to go.'
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3.3.1. Totality Determinative (DETt) in an Object

In (57) the totality expressions occur in the object,

whereas in (58) they occur in the subject. The question of

the position of objects that contain totality expressions will

concern us in the following paragraphs. We shall examine how

totality expressions are placed before the verb (A), and then

after the verb (B).

A. With a few exceptions, the object with a totality

determinative should be placed before the verb, either before

the subject or after it (which may be preceded or followed

by a time word).

(1) Where a Det is chosen as part of the universe,

the Tot is generally put after the noun head or after the

subject. In the latter case the whole noun phrase is separated

by the subject.

SCP LNV

NP V ASP To NOD Det
6o

w5 Ian le qudnbh tOshuouln de naxie shu

read all library those book
..-erlow
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Since SCP normally does not precede UNV, the armngement

*SCP Subject UNV V ASP should be excluded. This will mean that

if SCP precedes wo, the subject in the above, UNV must also

precede wo.

When wuanbu 'all,' etc, is chosen, finshi, or Aoyoude can

be used far emphasis on the totality, and qudnba can be deleted,

so that fdnshi or rude, together with the obligatorily in-

troduced dou, signifies totality without quinbh.

(2) Where a net is not chosen as part of the universe, Tot

maybe placed in three positions: a) before the head noun of

the object; b) after it before the subject; c) before the verb.

DET

SCP Ull

NP V Tot MOD N

61. (a) to Ian maben ttishuguitn de shu

he ead every library bock

In case the Tot is quabh 'all' or &been 'most,' its po-

sition in the derived string has another possibility, i.e. be-

fore the UNV, or in the order which appears in the Base. There

may be an insertion of de.
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61

,,.9E2.,,,

SCP UNIV
.0.0°' 4.4"------,

Tot '`'de
MOD N

ilquinbit de tushuguan li de slut

tabufen de

SCP preceding UNV, however, is very rare and is probably

limited to postverbal position.

(3) When a MOD is chosen as part of SCP, this MOD can be

regarded as that part of the determinative which constitutes the

secondary universe to which Tot is the scope; i.e. Tot is the

scope qualifier of the sphere set up by the MOD (which is a re-

strictive modifier to the UNV), rather than that of UNV directly.

But a more linguistically oriented interpretation of the meaning

of the two categories, Tot and MOD, will be that they both de-

scribe the scope of the universe that has an actual effect on or

is actually affected by the action denoted by the verb.21
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SC \To'D MOD Th)et N

62. I.._udaa pas de zai trshuqugn li de shu

all damaged ia library book

In this case the main part of the object (generally UNV+N)

is placed before the subject, unless pretransitive is used before

the whole object as in (62). In the latter case the order is

MOD

SCP

Det N MOD Tot

r-7411
63. (a) to bat ttishu ulnlide n&cie shu fnshi pbsdnde suanbkdou

he library in those book damaged all

tiao chulai le

pick out

'He picked out all the damaged books in the library,'

When the subject is placed after the main part of the

object, it has two possible positions: before MOD or before

Tot. When it is placed before the MOD, BA can be used. When

it is before the Tot, fdnshi or siloy3u can be added before MOD.
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63. (a) tdshugugn li de naxie shu ta ba Osdn de gun don

library in those book he damaged all

tiao chulai le

pick out

'Among those books in the library, he picked out all

the damaged ones.'
fdnshi

(b) tdshugugn li de nAxie shu pbsdn de ta u gin

sdoyou

dou tiao chulai le

'Among those books in the library, he picked out all

the damaged ones.'

B. An object with Tot may remain after the verb when SCP does

not dominate a MOD, and when Tot is renhe 'any,' Audribb. 'all,'

or dabbfen 'most.' When an object remains in this position, no

dou can be introduced on the strength of the Tot. In this po-

sition sIoyoude can be used in place of 9.4211E without change

of meaning.

It should be mentioned here that an object with a Tot is

apt to have its main part (i.e. UNV + N) transposed before the

verb. Both the following sentences sound somewhat Western-

flavored. The Tot can be put after the UNV or after the head

noun.
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64. (a) ta pAguo tdshugmln li de renhe yiben shu

read dabafende

all the books

'He has read every book
in the library.'

most of the books quanbu

(b) ta duguo tushuguan li de naxie shu de renhe yiben

dabufen

1

all the books

'He has read every book in the library.'

most of the books

Since meivou ... bu 'no ... not,' wulun na A + M Yhich-

ever,' tongtong 'all,' etc.n which are derived from renhe )1+ 14

'any,' etc., do not occur after a verb, these transforms should

be avoided in this position. The best way to achieve this seems

to be to put the T-rule for deriving these transforms after the

T-rule that transposes the object before the verb.

3.3.2. Totality determinative in a subject

Since a subject generally occurs before the verb, its po-

sition in the sentence is less complicated than in the case of

objects.

The elements of a noun phrase chosen as the subject of a

sentence have among themselves an order similar to that of the
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elements of an object. The UNV and SCP in a noun phrase used

as the subject may also be separated by other elements (chiefly

time and place expressions).

Sub

P

./
UNV SCP

na shige ren

those ten people

Tot

quanbu

all

chiguo fan le

have eaten

Unlike the partitive SCP, which can be separated from the UNV

by the main verb, a totality SCP in a noun phrase functioning

as the subject must always remain before the verb.

3.3.3. Negation of totality

Negation of totality has to be recognized if we want to

account for the following pairs.

65. (a) tamen meiyou gambit lai

they no all come

'Not all of them came.' ('Some came.')

(b) tamen clugnba meiyou lgi

'All of them did not come.' ('None of them came.')
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66. (a) tamen ba dou yoo lai

they not all want come

'Not all of them want to come.'

(b) tamen dou bh yoo lai

no want

'All of them do not want to come.' (i.e. want not to

come.)

Negation of the totality should be taken as denoting 'not

all'(but some), whereas negation of the verb or auxiliary should.

mean a complete non-action of the subject or object.

It should be noted that the negative marker here may also

be subject to morphophonemic change in the presence of the

aspect marker (ASP).22

It should also be mentioned that although most of the Tot's

can be negated, none of the partitive can be negated, unless

the negated partitive is A + M 'one + M,' or unless the scope

occupies the whole predicate.

mige dou

67. (a) rib.1de ren nAiyou dabufen dou yao lai

henduo

'Not every one of these people wants to come.'

most IIwant
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'Not many of these people want to come.'

(b) *nAxie ren meiyou wuge yao lai

those people not five want come

The negation of totality means non-totality, but the nega-

tion of a partitive other than one does not mean totality. As

can be seen from (67a) and the following example, the negation

of a partitive must occupy the whole predicate, and the rest of

the sentence must be nominalized.

67. (c) naxie ren lai de meiyou wuge

those people come no have five

'Among those people not more than five came.'

'Not more than five of those people came.'

(d) naxie ren lai de bu shi zhe wuge

Neg be

'Among those people, those who came are not these

five.'

In fact, as has been mentioned, the first negative marker

in (57c), (58c), and (59c) is derived from the double negation

of totality and can be regarded as a, bearer of emphasis on mei

'every' or renhe 'any.' A number greater than one is impos-

sible in the context seen in (57c), (58c), and (59c). We shall

soon discuss in greater detail the relationship between negation
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of totality, partitive, and the verb.

3.4. Determinative for partitive (DETp)

In the Base DET is expanded as follows:

De

NUP1

Prt

DET

MOD

where partitive (Prt) includes shlObfen 'a small part,'

yibbfen 'a part,' fraction (FRC)23 etc. and determinant (D),

Oa 'same,' di '-th,' Zhe 'this,' na, 'that.'

3.4.1. DETp in the object

The positions of DETp are even more variable than those

of DET
t

(determinative for totality). Again we will be concerned

first with the positions of elements of a noun phrase function-

ing as the object.

A. When a Det is chosen for the UNV of an object noun

phrase with a determiner for partitive (DETp), there is a

tendency to split the noun phrase into two parts, UNV + N on

the one hand, which is shifted to precede the subject, and SCP

on the other, which may remain after the verb (68b) or be

transposed before the verb (c)
24

or the subject (d).
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68. (a) zh/ Abler! tUshugucinlide

jrbgn

only a part library in

several

:nixie shu

those book

xigobbfen

yixie
(b) tdshuougn li de naxie shu wo zhI languo

YPAI
read

sanben

1,

a small part

some
Among those books in the library I read only

half of them

(c) tdshuggn li de axle shu w5 zh/

three

xigobeen

yixie

yiban

swan

U0
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xigObbfen

68. (d) ttiskti li de nhade shu zhf2illcylxie

y/bgvn

sadb5n

But all these elements except ADscp may remain after the

verb without being separated by external elements.

(e) w3 zhf kanguo tdshugan li de nixie shu
ben

a sma

'I only read

small part
of the books in the library.'

three

7xilobbfen

I
s

Lige
(f) w6 zhf k&nguo tdshuguln li de naxie shu deMINMOINOW 0.11.0

aribln

In (f) the whole noun phrase is also divided by de into two

parts, the order of which is still UNV + N de DETp . It can be

understood that by most grammarians whose chief interest is in

the surface structure, DETp is regarded as the head, whereas the

rest is taken as the attribute of the nominal construction.

(See 3.7.3. for a discussion of this alternative.)
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D T

SCP

7.411Eir
ADscp Det MDD MOD

sanben pbstinde zdotian zai

only three damaged yesterday at

69. zhuozishan5 de

desk above

Here Det and MOD should be regarded as two qualifiers de-

scribing the SCP. But the two may or may not refer to the same

set of objects. The two usually go together in the given order.

(For a discussion of whether a MOD should be a part of UNV or

SCP see 3 5.5.). In this case UNV + N is usually placed before

Det N

nixie shu

those book

the subject, and the two elements of DET Det and MOD, may. be
P P

shifted. before the verb or even the subject.

70. (a) zdotian zai zhuozishang de maxie shu wo zhi

yesterday on the desk those book I only

ilsanben

xiubti

repair

yiibbfeni

{a few

three

pbs tin de

damaged
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'I repaired only
three

a few
damaged books among those

which were on the desk yesterday.'

70. (b) pintian zai zhuozishang de naxie shu wo bK Agin de

sanben
zhI xiubi le

yibbfeni

'Among the books which were on the desk yesterday I

three
repaired

i

of the dRmaged books.'
a fewj

(c) zdotian zai zhuozishang de nhxie shu pbstrl de wo zhI

sanben
xiuba Ie

yibbfen

'Among the books which were on the desk yesterday I

three
repaired of the damaged ones.'

a few
B. When no determiner is chosen for the universe of an ob-

ject noun phrase no transposition is necessary, unless UNV and

SCP each doMinate a MOD.
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.........------N
DET------- %*-.......3/4.

SCP UN

I

I

DET
P

e15...c-°-.4140D MOD N

sanben Hu Shi xis de zhuozi shag; de shu

three write desk on book

71. zhuozi shang de shu wo du le sanben Hd. sa xi6 de

desk on book I read three write

'Among the books on the desk I read three written by Hu Shi.'

If there is one MOD in a terminal string and no discontinuity

in NP, we are confronted with the problem of determining to which

the MOD is to be attached, UNV or SCP.

72. (e.) shu wo zhi ilia le sanben Hti Shi xi6. de

book I only buy three write

'As to books, I bought only three written by Hu Shi.'

(b) Hu Shi xi6 de shu wo zh ran le sanben

write book I only buy three

'As to books written by Hu Shi, I bought only three.'

(c) zu i le sanben fl ShI pci5 fig aba,

'I only bought three books written by Hu Shi.'

That Hu Shi xie de 'written by Hu Shi' in (a) is a part of
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the SCP is obvious, for the topic is books and not books written

by Hu Shi. A comparison of (a) and (b), where MOD is dominated

by UNV, will make the point clear.

One may assign the Hu Shi xie de in (c) to UNV or SCP indif-

ferently. Unnecessary ambiguity of this sort should be avoided by

writing a grammar that will assign it uniquely to UNV.

This can be easily achieved by postulating that any SCP that

dominates MOD should be separated from UNV 4. N.

NP

X SCP UNV

<pet? MOD

An important difference exists between (72c) and (73).

73. wb ran le Hu Shl xig de nh sanben shu

buy write three book

'I bought the three books written by Hu Shi.'

The n, in (73) is definite, a part of UNV, whereas

the sanben in (72c)is indefinite and part of SCP. According to

(73), Hu Shi wrote only three books (which are the UNV) unless

the nb, is a deictic marker. According to (72c), sanben is merely

a part of indefinitely many books written by Hu Shi.
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The partitive scope (DET
P
), especially when a definite or

deictic marker is chosen, tends to occupy a more prominent posi-

tion (i.e. the main predicate) in a sentence, as in the follow-

ing:
sanben

nN sanben

74a HA Shi xig de shu wo mXi de zh/ Et, zhb sanben

jiben

ylbfen

'Among the books which are written by Hu Shi there are

three

those three

only these three that I bought.'

a few

a part

1.,

74b wo mai de Hu Shi xie de shu zhi you sanben.%

.

'The number of books written by Hu Shi which I bought was

only three.'

In both cases the DET
P

only assumes the main predicate
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headed by the optional ADscp zhi ton4 and verb you 'have,there is/

are'; and what precedes the verb you is a nominal functioning as

the subject.

Compare (74a, b), where the numerals are the predicate, with

(76a, b), where the main verb is clearly the mai 'buy.'

sanben

na sanben

76a wo zhi mai le zhe sanben Hu Shi xie de shu

na, jiben

yibufen

three

those three

'I bought only these three

a few

a part

76b Hu Shi xie de shu wo zhi aai le

(The same as 70a)

How the relationship between these sentences can be indi-

cated in our grammar is an interesting question. It is obvious

that (73) and (74) are similar with respect to who bought how

of the books written by

sanben

Hu Shi .1
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many of what. But it is also obvious that they are different

with respect to what is being talked about and what the point of

the message is.

3.4.2. DET in the subject

The principle that SCP and UNV + N may be separated by the

main verb also holds true with the subject noun phrase, in case

the verb belongs to a class of intransitive verbs which we may

call momentary verbs. Verbs with this feature usually denote 'to

appear,' ldi, 'to disappear,' al, 'to change from one state to

another,' hal, l,n, si.

ta cu le 'He went.'

ta sI le 'He died.'

They are not continuous in that they do not take the pro-

gressive aspect: *tade plaribT zh6ngzai clan zhe 'His pencil is

breaking.' These verbs, plus the perfective aspect le, denote

the state or quality which is a result of the effect of action

denoted by the verb for their subject.

Whether such a separation is optional or obligatory is

chiefly determined by what elements are chosen for the noun phrase,

as in the cases of totality and in the cases of object.

A. If MOD is chosen for the SCP, its separation with UNV + N

is obligatory, i.e. the SCP should be shifted either to follow
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the verb (77) or to precede the verb (78). The MOD and Det in UNV

maybe present (77b, c) or absent (77a).

SCP
a

.......JCP

ADscp MOD 010D <M>DET
P

zhI sange wo bd renshi de ni atifide nhxie khren

77a keren zhI ldi le sange wo bd renshi de
....- .......

DET

N

guest only come three I not know

'Only three of the guests unknown to me have come.'

77b n 9Sa de nh shine khren zhI leti le sange wo bd renshi de

you invite ten guest

'Among the ten guests you invited only three unknown to me

came.'

77c n/ ,q err keren zhi le sange wo bd renshi de

'Among the guests you invited only three unknown to me came.'

If the Det in SCP is definite, the two elements of SCP, Det +

MOD, can permute.

77c n/ Bing de keren lai le wo bd renshi de nh same

'Among the guests, those who came are the three unknown to

me.'
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Occurrence of the SCP after the verb, however, is limited

to cases where the verb is not accompanied by any auxiliary verb,

negative marker, or aspect marker, except le (completive) or ET_

(experience).

77d *keren bu idi saga wo bu renshi de

guest not come three I not know

77e *khren kin ldi sange wo bu renshi de

willing come

77f *keren bu ang J.& sange wo bu renshi de

can come

In all these cases the SCP is placed before the verb. The

UNV + N and SCP may be separated by ADscp zh/ 'only,' a time

expression, etc.

78a keren zhl AnIsTEk wo bd renshi de bh 3Ai

guest only three I not know not come

'(Only) three guests whom I do not know are not coming.'

(unknown to me)

78b keren zhl you sange wo bu renshi de bu k5n lai

willing

'(Only)three guests whom I do not know are not willing

to cam.'
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78c keren zhi zou sange wo bu renshi de ldi le

(Only) three guests unknown to me came.'

Following the principle that no MOD of the SCP remains be-

fore the head noun, the MOD in the following will be regarded as

part of the UNV uniquely.

79a w6 bu renshi de kbren ldi le sange

'Three guests whom I do not know came.'

79b alsange wo bu renshi de keren lei le=10

have

'Three guests whom I do not know came.'

B. If MOD is not chosen for SCP, DETp may occur in three

positions if certain conditions are met.

80a As sange wo dng de keen ldi le

have three I invite guest come

'Three of the guests that I have invited have came.

80b w5 q n de keren zusange )Ai le

'Among the guests I invited, three have already come.'

80c w5 dm de keren ldi le sange,

'Among the guests I invited, three have already come.'

80d w5 411g de keren danphong de sange ]Ai le

'Among the guest I invited, three have already come.'

If the DET is before the verb and after the noun, the



connecting formative may be a localizer (zhizhong, dangzhong,

zhongjian, zhong, 1! (t u) 'among, in') and/or 3r6u or de. But

de is impossible if the DET is accompanied by zhi.

The presence of ADscp, Det in the UNV, and aspect marker

serves to limit the positions in which DET may occur. Here are

three examples:

(1) Other conditions being the same, if ADscp and the

aspect marker le are present, the only possible position for

DET is after the verb.

81 w6 gag de keren zhl lgi le sange

I invite guest only come three

'Among the guests I invited, only three have already come.'

(2) If ADscp and the aspect marker 6.22 are present, all

three positions are possible for DET

(3) If Det is chosen for the UNV, DETp cannot be put

before UNV + N.

82 *zhe sange ta alna de nbicie laren 16i le

those

3.5. Scope adverbs and time concepts

3.5.1. Meaning of the scope adverbs

As has been stated, the category SCP denotes how large the

sphere of the whole (denoted by UNV) that is relevant to the

. dg. AO: ab.r4.1141L. r
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action or states denoted by the main verb (including the adjec-

tive) is.

This part- and -whole or scope-and-universe relation is ac-

ccarpanied by adverbs of impression on scope (ADscp), zhI 'only'

and dou 'all,' which, in a sense, express the impression or atti-

tude of the speaker towards such a relation. Some expressions

for totality (e.g. mgige 'every, renhd 'any') are more em-

phatic than others (e.g. qun 'all'), though they are logically

equivalent. Hence dou, which may be considered as an emphatic

on totality, is obligatory for the former and optional for, or

even interchangeable with, the latter.

The distinction between Tot and Prt is linguistic (or

psychological) rather than logical, since adatifen 'majority,

most,' haduo 'many, much' are included in Tot on the basis of

the fact that they take dou. When dabuten, h5nduo do not take

dou, they behave very similarly to DETp, since they can be placed

after the verb, while the rest of the noun phrase appears be-

fore the verb. We derive these from two sources: Tot and DET .

When they are derived from DET their combination with za

should be prevented, since

83 43 zhI lin le henduo

*'I only read many,' is ungrammatical.
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A partitive determiner without zh/ 'only' can be regarded

as an objective presentation of the relation between the whole

and the part. When zhX 'only' is used, the implication is that

the speaker regards the part as smaller than some implied

standard or too small, in relation to what he expected.

3,5.2. Positions of dou and zh/

As can be seen from the examples given above, dou 'all'

always occurs before the verb, regardless of haw its associated

noun is positioned. An important condition regarding the ap-

pearance of dou is that all other elements of the noun phrase

in question should precede dou in the surface realization.

zh/ may occur in two positions: immediately before the

main verb if DET with which it is associated is placed after

the main verb, BA, or BEI, and immediately before the DETp if

the DET occurs before the verb. In the latter case there is

usually an insertion of you between the two elements. (Other

views concerning this will be given in 3.7.4.)

Between the ADscp dou or zhi and the main verb there may

be some adverbial, the BA phrase, or the BEI phrase.
25a

3.5.3. Scope mingled with time dimension

Since verbs maybe accompanied by aspect markers and

time adverbs, it is to be expected that time conceptions can
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be introduced in the whole-part relationship.

In the following,zh/ 'only' and rijing 'already' are almost

antonyms.

84a keren zht )Ai le sange!guest

only come three

'Only three of the guests have come.'

84b Ajino ldi le salve

already

'Three of the guests have come already.'

zh indicates that the scope is too small; yXjing implies

that the scope is greater than what has been or what could have

been expected.
26 But Atm is basically a time expression,

and it can cooccur with ell or dou.

85a keren Ajing ldi de zh/you sange

guest already come only three

'Only three of the guests have come already.'

85b kbren y/) ing dou ldi le

all

'All of the guests have already come.'

The antonym of elm., hdi 'again, re-':

86a kerenna sange hai aaoo Igi

still

'There are still three other guests coming.'
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has scope reference when it is combined with the negative (b),

since such a sentence is equivalent to one that has DET modified

by exclutirg: the adverb hdi 'still, besides'27 (c).

86b keren you sange hai mei ldi

still not

'Three of the guests have not come yet.'

86c keren hai you sange m4i ldi

'Three of the guests have not come yet.

As a matter of fact, the cooccurrence of the hai 'again,

re -' and hai 'still' is redundant, and one of them must be de-

leted for the sentence to be grammatical.

3.5.4 Chains of wholes and parts

In this section we shall discuss the universe-scope re-

lationship in contrast with a chain of wholes and parts. Con-

sider the following four sentences.

87a Dal tushuguan llyoutshiwan ben] shu

A a

in the library have 100,000. book

'There are 100,000 books in the library.'

87b zhe shiwan ben shu dangzhong mujyuclianblelishi
b

among 5,000 be
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[elm zhongwen xie de]

B

Chinese written in

'Among these 100,000 books are 5,000 copies written in

Chinese.'

(c) zhe maim ben shu danozhong miyibal be] shi [ mean

made].

'Among these 5,000 books are 100 copies about grammar.'

(d) zhe yibakben sha dangzhongmpadben)shit011 zhuyao zui

d D

three most important and

rongyidong de]

D cont'd

easiest understand

'Among these 100 books these are three copies which are most

important and easiest to read.'

when more than one of these five sentences are put into a

noun phrase, we have a chain of wholes and parts.

88a rApciang kankan tushuuan li de na shiwan ben shu

'He wants to see the 100,000 books in the library.'

88b to xiang kaakau tushuguan li de Emzbongwenxie de na

waciian ben shu

'He wants to see the 5,000 books which are in the library and

written in Chinese.'
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In we have all four sentences (87a-d) put into one noun

phrase. (In the following presentation there should be de after

each occurrence of.A.)

88c ta xiang keankanA+B+C+D+ na +d+ shu

'He wants to read the three books which are in the library,

written in Chinese, about grammar, most important and easy

to read.'

Notice that the chain is not broken (i.e. not separated by

elements outside the NP), and the numeral phrase is concomitant

with D, which is the most restrictive modifier, that is, the

description of the smallest set. It is to be expected that the

set referred to by the numerals, a, b, c, d, and the set referred

to by the relative clauses A, B, C, D may have different kinds of

relations, i.e. they may (e.g. (c) or may not (e.g. A + d + N

tushuguan li de sanben shu 'three books in the library') de-

scribe the same set of objects.

Here are some remarks about such an unbroken chain.

(1) Not more than one numeral phrase is possible. All the

rest should be deleted.

89a A+B+C+c+ N

(zai tushuuan li de, yon zhongwen xie de, youguan yufa de

yibai ben shu)
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(The 100 books which are in the librazy, written in

Chinese, and abcut grammar)

89b *A+a+B+C+c+N
(*zai tushuguan li de shiwan ben yong zhonoren xie de,

yotipan yufa de yibai ben shu)

It may be argued that (b) is not acceptable because it is too

long. The argument is certainly not valid, since we have (c),

which is shorter than (a), and. yet is not grammatical.

89c *a+A+b+N
*shiwan ben tusk...2NLnua li de wuqiamran ben shu

We do have

a + A + N + de + b

shiwan ben ttiShVext li de shu de wuqian ben

out of
5000 books the 100,000 books of the library

in

But this is a case of a chain of wholes and parts broken into

two parts, UNV and SCP.

UNV [a + A + de + N] + de + SCP [b]

(2) The numeral phrase should be concomitant with the

most restricted modifier that precedes the head noun (i.e. de-

scribing the same set as is described by the latter)

(i) (See reasons for this in (3)) or one indicating a quantity

less than the most restricted modifier.
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If the numeral phrase denotes a quantity smaller than that

of the most restricted modifier, the numeral phrase will be a

restrictive qualifier (i), rather than a concomitant one. Compare

the translations for (i) and (ii).

(i) b + A + B + N 'the 5,000 books which are in the

library and written in Chinese'

c + A + B + N '100 of the books which are in she

library written in Chinese'

Since (i) and (ii) are identical in linear presentation (NUP +

MOD + N), ambiguity arises as to whether NUP gives concomitant

(or supplementary) description with the MOD or a restrictive

qualification to the MOD.
29 (Henceforth we shall use the terms

coordination or concomitance for (i), and subordination or non-

30
concomitance for (ii) "

a) A + a + N 'the 10,000 books in the library'

b) A + b + N '5,000 books of the books in the library'

c)*A + a + B + N 4

c') A + a + N + dangzhong + de +B

those of the 100,000 books in the library that are

written in Chinese

d) +a+B+C+ N

d') A + a + N + danphong + de + B + C

those of the 100,000 books in the library that are



written in Chinese and about grammar

But we feel that there is a split in NP(c) and (d), and the deep

structures should be

NP

UNVeNSCP
MOD Det

A d B + C

instead of a chain of wholes and parts.

(3a) Since the numeral phrase is always the one for the

most restrictive modifier, the numeral phrase, unless it takes

the definite marker, can be shifted to any other position

within the noun phrase, except after the head noun, without

affecting the meaning.

A +B+C+ D..+d+N-4 d+A+B+C+D+N4

A +B+C+d+D+N4 A+d+B+C+D+N4
A +B+d+C+D+ N

Though there is a tendency for a numeral phrase with a

deictic marker to head the noun phrase, this does not seem to be

a rule. There are cases in which Det + NMP] do not shift to-

gether. Such a numeral phrase usually takes an additional

definite marker. Hence, Dm + MOD + Ddef + NMP + N should be

understood as a transform of MOD +Din + NMP + N.



zhuozi shang de

91

wuben shu
zhd rzhel

xie zhuozi

shang de nk, wuben shu

If
five books on

1. these

the desk'

3(b) The numeral phrase with the definite marker (Ddef)

should always be placed immediately before the head noun, and

the definite marker can be deleted without affecting the refer-

ence, if Ddef + NUP + N is the topic of a sentence. Hence the

Ddef + NUP in MOD + Ddef + NUP + N can only be a concomitant

qualifier with the MOD, and can never have any independent re-

strictive function. To be sure, it is the MOD that is the re-

strictive modifier.

A nume:eal phrase denoting a quantity smaller than the most

restricted modifier never takes the definite marker. This amounts

to regarding the n attached to such a numeral phrase uniquely as
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Dm. This interpretation is reasonable because the phrase nt), +

NUP is the most restrictive in the DET, and the MOD is merely

descriptive.

Since na can be the indefinite marker (Ddef) or a deictic

marker (Dm), this amounts to saying that MOD nit + NUP + N is

ambiguous only in two ways, (a) or (b).

(a)

NP

DET N

MOD t

Ddef

n1.6,

(b)

NP

D T
Det N

MO/ Dm/\\NUP

The indefinite marker is always deleted unless Det [Dind +

NUP] appears at the very beginning of a noun phrase and the

noun phrase appears before the predicate. Furthermore, since

a numeral phrase may have the definite marker deleted, am-

biguity exists in MOD + NUP + N: it may be (i) C + c + N 'the

100 books written on grammar, etc.! or (ii) C + d + N 'three

of the books written on grammar, etc.'

(4) The order A + B + C + D should be maintained to in-

dicate the intended sequence of wholes and parts. B + A + N

may mean either that B is the whole and A is the part, or that
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B and A are in coordination. (Cf. the two conjoined modifiers

in zuizhongyao 'most important' and zuirongyidude 'easiest to

read,' conjoined by er 'and, at the same time,' where the con-

junction makes it impossible to interpret one of the two modi-

fiers as subordinated.)

So far as reference is concerned, the following three ex-

pressions may be identical, since x, y, and z are idential.

a) zai tushuguan li de yong zhongwen xie de shu

x

'the books in the library that are written in Chinese.'

b) yong zhongven xie de zai tushuguan li de shu

y

'the books written in Chinese that are in the library'
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c) zai tushuguan li de gong zhongwen xie de shu

x y

z

'the books that are in the library and written in

Chinese.'

In (a) reference is made to all the books in the library (x),

and then the books written in Chinese that are in the library

(y). In (b) it is just the opposite: 'the books that are writ-

ten in Chinese (y) are first mentioned and then the books in the

library among those books (x). It seems to me that interpre-

tations like (c) rarely occur in the minds of Chinese speakers.

(See Introduction for another interpretation.)

(5) The most restricted modifier(s) with its (their) nu-

merical qualifier, if there is (are) any, can be placed after

the head noun. This will give the impression that the post-head-

noun elements are added as afterthoughts.
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The following three sentences mean the same thing:

a) wo kan le A + b + B + shu

b) wo kan le A + shu + b + B

c) wo kan le +b + shu + B

'I saw the 6000 books written in Chinese that are in the

library.'

Unbroken chains are rather rare, however, especially when

they are long. When such a chain is broken into two parts,

each of the two in contrast to the other, there maybe a chain

of wholes and parts within each part. Hence in a noun phrase

there may be two chains of wholes and parts, each of which is

independently subject to the restrictions and variations

stated above.

a) A+B+b+ N wo du le d +C +D

I read

b) b+A+B+ N wo du le C + d + D

c) A + N + b + B wo du le C + d + D

etc.

Here are some additional remarks on such broken chains.

(6) For one noun phrase there should be no more than one

head noun appearing in the actual sentence. The chain for UNV

usually has a head noun, and its repetition in the chain for
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SCP is not allowed.

In contrast to English, which may haVe 'the three books

of the five books,' Chinese does not allow *wuben shu de

sahben shu. This does not mean that we should not postulate

two head nouns in the same noun phrase. The fact that the

head can occur with any MOD or Det as shown in (5) above sug-

gests that we could postulate a noun for each MOD and Det in

the deep structure. Notice that in (2) above we postulate a

head noun to account for the set of objects referred to by

different MOD and Det in the same noun phrase.

(7) If no head noun follows a SCP isolated from the rest

of NP, no numeral phrase can be placed at the end of the SCP

unless it is definite. If MOD + Ddef + NUP occurs, the nu-

meral phrase should be concomitant or in coordination with the

modifier.

A +B+b+N wo du leC+D+ Ddef + d

*A +B+b+N wo du le C+ Ddef +d

(8) When there are outside elements between universe

and scope, the numeral phrase in each part is shiftable only

inside its own part: change of position across the cut is

impossible.
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*A +B wo du le b +C +D

*A +B + c wo du le C +D

(9) If both UNV and SCP have a numeral phrase, each of

the definite markers in UNV + N maybe deleted. But such a de-

letion is limited to cases where the MOD and the Det are in co-

ordination. Hence the zai nar de yiqian ben shu in the follow-

ing should be understood as definite, and the two qualifiers as

concomitant (or in coordination).

ztti ar de yiqian ben shu Able wiilogi ben

at there 1,000 book damage 500

'Of the 1,000 books over there, 500 copies are damaged.'

In a BA-sentence, if a chain of wholes and parts is the

object, it may be interposed by outside elements at two places;

in one place by the subject and BA, and in the other by the

verb.

A + N 1,725 c + B + C dd le d + D

'I read the three most important and easy ones out of the

Chinese grammar books which are in the library.'

But here we have reasons to put c + B + C with A + N under

UNV, instead of putting it with d + D under SCP:

(1) c + B + C should always be definite. (The noun

after ba is always definite.)
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(2) When the portion of the NP after bX has a numeral, it

is very unlikely for the portion preceding it to have another

numeral. But it is possible for one numeral to occur after the

main verb and another before the main verb.

(3) There will be no difficulty in interpreting the nu-

meral in c +B +C when it is put together with A. But dif-

ficulty arises when it is put together with d + D. For d + D

is that part of the NP (i.e. scope) that is affected by the

action denoted by the verb. Hence we can regard A + N + c + B

+ C as a chain of wholes and parts dominated by UNV. A merely

serves to identify the UNV, c + B + C.

The alternative that a noun phrase can be divided into

three elements (UNV1 + UNV2 + SCP, UNV + SCP1 + SCP2, etc.)

should be rejected for the following reasons:

(1) Since the analysis of binary division can account

for the above special case, any further complication would

lose economy without gaining anything.

(2) The main focus of the interest in the above BA-

sentence is what (or how many) books the speaker has read, in

contrast with the whole from which he selected for reading.

How this whole is identified (i.e. defined by another modifier)

is of secondary interest. Since the two cuts are not of the
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same nature, there is no reason to use three-way branching for

the expansion of the noun phrase.

3.5.5. Summary: The positions of the elements in a noun phrase

in the surface structure

Since the DET, UNV, SCP, MOD, Det, etc. (other details

ignored) are all optional in the noun phrase, there are 16

combinations of Det, MOD, MOD, Det, including nonoccurrence of

any of these determinatives. The following shows all such

combinations. It should be mentioned that the MOD's may have

mod, mod ... in coordination (i.e. conjoined restriction) or

subordination (i.e. successive restriction).
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VET?

<SCP> OW>

<Det> <MOD> <M01> <D4

1 Det MOD MOD Det

2 Det MOD MOD

3 Det MOD Det

4 Det

5 MOD MOD Det

6 Det MOD

7 Det MOD

8 Det Det

9 MOD MOD

10 MOD Det

MOD Det

12 Det

13 MOD

MOD

15 Det

16

N

N

N

N

N

N
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We shall now make a summary of the general rules which

account for the relative positions of Det, MOD, MOD, and Det

with regard to N. There are several cases (e.g. Patterns 1, 2,

3, etc. in the above) where the separation of SCP from the rest

is obligatory. The following T-rules (1-3) will turn them into

UNV + N + de + SCP. How the UNV + N and the SCP maybe further

separated by outside elements (including pause through deletion

of de) will be discussed in 5.3, Universe and Topicization.

It goes without saying that our assignment of base struc-

tures and writing of permutation rules should aim at an explana-

tion of our observations that D + NUP + MOD + N, MOD + NUP are

ambiguous, and MOD + Ddef + NUP + N is not, that the expressions

for universe are always definite, whereas those for scope may be

definite (including di ex. fie 'the second one') or indefinite,

and so forth. Besides, we should aim to avoid allowing ambiguity

which is structurally or semantically unnecessary (i.e. not ob-

servable by the native user).

(1) When Det + N occurs as the whole string for an NP in

the surface structure, no ambiguity is observable. Hence it seems

desirable that
Ddef ire

+ NUP be assigned uniquely to UNV,
Dm Dord

NUP to SC?, and that a Det separated from N by an outside element
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(i.e. N + X + Det) be assigned to SCP uniquely. Therefore, we

have:

SCP [Det ] , N

a. If Det = + DUP
Dm

obl 4 2 + de, 1

b. If Det + NUP

Dord
opt ==.4 2 + de, 1

(See Pattern 12 of the above for applicable situations.)

(2) When MOD + N of N + X + MOD occurs as the whole string

of NP, no ambiguity is observable. Hence

SCP KDet) + MOD], UNV + N

obl 2 + de, 1

(See Patterns 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13.)

(3) Since Det +<M1a134> + Det + N does not occur,

Det + <MOD> , Det + N

obl -4 2 + de, 1

(See Patterns 40 8.)

(4) Since [1nei +14 +MOD

renhe + yi +M
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mi +
as well as MOD

renhd + +14

occur,
mgi

SCP + yi + Mj, MOD, N
renh;

opt 21 11 3

(See Pattern 7.)

(5) Since the following bracketed expressions are usually

understood as definite,

rbdvei kerenIldi le sanwei

eight guest come three

Ltdshuogm wtiwenben shuj bei tou le yideben

libroy 501000 book steal

we have

UNV [ X, Ddef, NUP + Y] +W + SCP

X or Y = MOD; Ddef + NUP and MOD are in coordination.

opt == 1, 3

3.6. Universe-scope in constructions other than subject and

object

So far we have considered the UNV-SCP constructions which

appear in the subject or in the single object. We shall discuss

briefly what other kinds of noun phrases may have such two-termed
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constructions. What is discussed here will not be incorporated

in the rules and will include cases where the UNV and SCP have

different head nouns.

Besides subjects and single objects, almost any other type

of NP may have UNV-SCP. But those that maybe separated by

other elements are limited to Time and Place, in addition to

direct and indirect objects.

3.6.1. Indirect object

90a na ban miesheng w6 qudn dou g i le A

that one class student I all give

'I gave A's to all students of that class.'

90b na al ban Aesheng wiS zh fit. le sange rdn A

only three person

'I gave A's to only three students of that class.'

3.6.2. Direct object

91a nb. 2..4. sang wiS y/jing g i ta sanzhi le

that one dozen pencil I already give he three

'I have given him three (pencils) out of that dozen (of)

pencils.'

91b azi,dd i/jing qudn dou gli ta le

all
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'I have given him all of the dozen (of) pencils.'

3.6.3. Place

92a xibh de dd. 212gushl w5 igige difang dou qhguo

West big city I every place all go

'I have been to every big city in the West.'

92b xibh de db. chdngshl w5 zhI Oguo liangge, difang

only two

'I have only been to two of the big cities in the West.'

Here the SCP needs to have a noun. But since repetition of the

same noun in a sentence of UNV and SCP is taboo, a general noun

difang 'place' is preferred. This cannot be generated from

the P-rules suggested above. Hence if the present rules are

not revised, the difang 'place' must be introduced through

transformation on the strength of the node Place and the Detp.

3.6.4. Distance

93a sh/ engl/ lh Amen Alia. go le AI gong)! le

ten km road we already run nine km

'We have run nine km (out) of the ten km.'

93b sh/ gon51/ lh Amen hdi p o bu dao

still not one

'We ran only one km (out) of the ten km.'
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3.6.5. Duration

94a nidn sanbailiashiwa tian wo cgi zai waimian zha le

one year 365

san tian

day I only at outside live

three day

'Out of 365 days in one year, I lived only three days

away from home.'

94h Elm xingqi de xiujia Lijing wan le wu, tian le

one week vacation already five day

'Out of a vacation of one week, five days have been spent

fooling around.'

3.6.6. Frequency

95a na ici hui wo dou mei canjia

that several meeting I all no attend

'I did not attend any of the several meetings.'

95b nh jici hui wo zhi canjia zuihou yici

only last one

'Among those meetings, I attended only the last one.'

3.6.7. Duration of time

Duration of time can be indicated in two ways: by speci-

fying the limit (i.e. the beginning and ending points of time),

and by describing the length of time duration (in terms of time

nnits, for example). Either way can be used for universe or

scope.
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a) zuotian wo kan shu kan le sanxiaoshi

length length

'I read for three hours yesterday.'

b) zr)tian wo co zaoshang qidian kanshu kan dao badian

length beginning point ending point

'Yesterday I read from 7 to 8 a.m.'

c) ambadian dao wudian wo zhi xiuxi bange xiaoshi

'From 8 to 5 I rested only for half an hour.'

d) If 11 f 1 It It It

shier dian dao

shier dian yike

de na duan shij

'From 8 to 5 I rested only for the period of time from

12 to 12:15.'

The portion of time for scope may be definite or indefinite;

the portion of time for universe is usually definite. Occa-

sionally universe or scope may take both ways of indicating a

portion of time: by limit and by length, which in general

describe the same portion of time. Compare (96a) and (c) in

the following, which exemplify limit and length in apposition

and (96c) and (d), which exemplify universe and scope.

96a paan sanbailiushiwu tian

365 days, or a year
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96b zuotian wo cong iu dian gongzuo dao shiyi diem som zuo

le Jiang xiao shi

'Yesterday from 9 o'clock to 11 (I) worked two hours.'

96c 365 tian li de san tian

three days in 365 days

96d comas dian dao shiyi dian zhi zuo le shifenzhong

'Between 9 and 11 (I) only worked 10 minutes.'

When two time expressions which denote the same length of

time appear in a sentence, there are two kinds of possible rela-

tions between them: one concomitance (a, b) and the other uni-

verse and totality scope(c).

(a)

(b)

Time

SCP

.41.61.-;.\ngth

Time

UNV X

length length

(c) Time

In actual sentences UNV and SCP are generally separated by

other elements, and therefore can be distinguished from appo-

sition easily. Compare (e) and (f).
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96e qunian 365 ri ni dou zai gan shenme?

last year day you all do what

'During the 365 days last year what were you doing all

around?'

96f qunian wo zhengzheng gongzuo le 362 ri

exactly work

'Last year I worked for exactly 365 days.'

Time expressions like shenkdhn 'X'mas,' 1966 nian '1966,'

sanyue shiwu ri 'March 15,' which are proper nouns in nature,

or jintian 'today,' qunian 'last year,' etc., which are sub-

stitutes for these, often serve as the universe and durative

expressions as the scope. It goes without saying that to show

a whole-part relationship, the time unit in the universe should

be larger than that in the scope, since the former is usually

singular.

Moreover, yizhi 'always,' tongchdng 'usually,' sidshilvakb

'always', etc., may be regarded as totality scope and 2k.

sh1hou 'sometimes,' yihtir 'a while,' awl& 'seldom' maybe

included in partitive scope. The use of ADsep dou 'all,' zhi

'only' also applies here.

97a jintian ylzh1 dou hgn mm

I today always all very busy
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am very busy today all through.'

A
97b w8 jintian zhI xigng, 4onfzbo

same xigoshl

only think work
a while'

'Today I wanted to work only for
three hours'

To refer to a point or a length of time, Chinese uses a

device very similar to that of many other languages. Time

units are year, month, day, hour, minute, and second.
31 A

point in time we express by a succession of NU° + Mt, where

NU
o
is an ordinal number, and Mt is a time unit, e.g,.

1932 nian 12 ve. 1 ri, shangwu 5 dian 53 fen 11 miao

1932 December 1st a.m. 5 o'clock 53 min. 11 sec.

For duration of time we use NU + Mt, where NU is a cardinal

number, e.g. 30 nian '30 years,' 30 fen '30 minutes.'

Logically, this sequence can be regarded as a chain of whole-

part relationships with each term receiving singular and def-

inite reference. (Cf. 3.5.4. Chain of Wholes and Parte.)

When the chain is cut into a binary opposition of universe and

scope it means that the two portions are related to each other

not as a specifier of another specifier, but as a given whole

and its part, whose size in proportion to the whole is of great
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leted, the above sequence may appear as the time expression in

(als); but a different device is called for in deriving (b's).

98a y y w?Smen xiuxi

last year Jan. the 1st we rest

'Last January the lst we had a vacation.'

98b qunidn Amen zhi ;OA e. ximci

only

'Last year we had a vacation only on Jan. 1.'

98c qunidn w3men zh! Arhe r3 hb.n Litt? yfr3 xiuxi

and June

'Last year we had a vacation only on Jan. 1 and June 1.'

98d qbnidn Amen zhIyou litingatian x_iUICi

only two day

'Last year we had a vacation only on two days.'

98e 9.ttnialm Amen zht xiuxi (yiy.be Tf.r1 hban liting,titin

only and June

'Last year we had a vacation only on two days (Jan. 1

and June 1.'

99a shamg xinfqi de xinsi sawn Amen shhng le kb

last week Wednesday we class

'Our class met last Wednesday.'
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99b shangxingqi Amen zhI you xinggisan shhng kb

only

'Last week our class met on Wednesday only.'

y9c. shhngxingqi Amen ihI xinggi an hhn xingqiai sh kb

and Thursday

'Last week our class met on Wednesday and Thursday only.'

99d shhngxingqi Amen zh/you liangtian shhng kb

only two day

'Last week our class met only two days.'

99e shhngxingqi Amen shAn4kb zh/ shhng le (xingqsan hhn

xinggisl) ligalgtian

'Last week our class met only two days (Wednesday and

Thursday):

In (b's) we have a special case of the UNV-SCP construc-

tion; both the UNV and SCP have definite and singular refer-

ence. Through conjoining of SCP's we may have (c's); and

(d's), if we prefer indefiniteness to definiteness, numerical

generalization to listing of specific instances.

It is worth mentioning that (e's) (without the time

proper nouns in parentheses) are a more common fora for (d's),

and that proper time nouns can be placed after the verb only
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if a DUR is present in apposition.32

3.6.9. Restriction on occurrence of phrases bearing both

11417 and SCP

It is fortunate that there is a rather strict restriction

on the occurrence of phrases that have discontinuous UNV and

SCP: no sentence can have more than one such phrase.

Occasionally, a sentence may have more than one phrase

that has both UNV end SCP. But not more than one can be split.

And very frequently the UNV of one (and only one) of these noun

phrases is shifted to the beginning of the sentence and con-

stitutes the topic of the sentence.

In spite of this restriction, dou may be ambiguous if

there is more than one definite noun which is a candidate for

UNV preceding dou.

100a n&xie shu Omen dou dd le
1010111111111.1111110110 11110111111111.011110 1111111g1011111 1111111111 111111111=11

those book we all read

(i) 'We have read all of those books.'

(ii) 'All of us read those books.'

(iii) 'All of us read all those books.'

100b Amen xitom dou mdi

afternoon all no free time



(i) 'We do not have any spare time all the afternoon.'

(ii) of us are not free in the afternoon.'

(iii) 'All of us are not free all the afternoon.'

3.6.10. Restrictions on members of SCP and UNV in different

types of noun phrases

It maybe universatly true that the scope words used for

noun phrases functioning as subject and object may not be

identical with those used in time or place expressions. Thus

ylbbfen 'a part,' zhanme 'whole' will not be proper for fre-

quency. And instead Eta difang 'every place,' &lode.

'everywhere' can also be used for Place. changchang 'always,'

Aant 'always,' you sh/hou 'sometimes' can be regarded as a

type of scope word in the time expression, where the universe

may be unspecified.

101a (mighxiao de rdn ) aggixiaozang dao mxt pgong.

all school people from president to janitor

ELI:21151a ren bh zhidao zbAjian sh.i. de

no one person no know this matter

'(Of all the people in school) From the President to the

janitor there is no one that does not know this matter.'
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101b cjai ta likai dao xiginati (zheduan

from he departure to now this period time

wtS mdiyou Atian bu xigtng ta de

I no one day no think he

'During the period from his departure to the present

there has been no single day in which I did. not miss

him.'

A similarity between subject-object noun phrases and other

types of noun phrases can be found in setting up the limits of

the universe by the cling dho 'from ... to' construction.

Both may have another phrase in apposition for universe, which

can be deleted in both cases. On the other hand, the scope

words in noun phrases for time or place often require a head

noun (usually a general noun, e.g. shttnjian 'moment,'" sjjaLlari

'time'), whereas those in subject-object noun phrases seldom

take a ny (e .g . rdn 'people,' sit/Ong 'matter,' dongxi ),

since they may be identical with the head noun of the SCP.

3.7. Alternatives to the present solution

We shall now consider some alternatives to the solution

of UNIT and SCP as two mutually independent constituents of the

determinative.
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3.7.1. dou as Verbal Adverb and as Conjunction

The restrictive modifiers and deictic markers of a noun

can probably be understood as a scheme for determining (defining)

a set of objects denoted by the noun. In set theory this scheme

is merely a substitute for another more primitive way of defining

a set, namely the listing of all its members. (Subscription can

be used if the members have no name.) The quantitative deter-

minative, then, can be understood as an indication of the size of

the set--an indication of how long the list of the members of the

set is.

The listing method in language will be what is usually

called the conjoining construction, if the members of the set

are listable and are more than one. And from the above compari-

son it seems reasonable to assume that the determination and the

conjoining of nouns are closely related.

Our problem related to this analogy is the interpretation

of dou, which is regarded by some grammarians as an adverb, by

others as a conjunction, and by us as an emphatic marker of

totality.

The fact that dou always occurs with the predicate and

that a sentence may have all elements other than dou +V de-

leted, but never have N + dou alone, has led to the solution



that dou is an adjunctive to the verb rather than the noun.

In spite of the use of the term fanwei fuci 'scope ad-

verb' for dou, zhi, etc., Chinese grammarians have hesitated to

associate it with the noun. Most grammarians adopt the view

that dou expressec, the scope of action for the verb, rather

than speak of formally characterizing the relationship between

the noun and dou.

Of interest is the view that dou is a conjunction for cases

where conjoined elements are nouns.

In his treatment of 'Conjoining and Deletion in Mandarin

Syntax' William Wang (1964) treats dou as a conjunction.

This view may account for sentences like the following:

102 Zhang San han Li Si dou 9110No le

and all go

'Zhang San and Li Si have both been there.'

where han 'and,' which is widely accepted as a conjunction,

is optional and dou obligatory.

And with some adjustment this view may also account for

sentences of the following types. (In order to do so, how-

ever, one has to explain the relation between the quantitative

determinative and the conjoining of nouns in a certain way.)
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103a nh shiben shu wo dou kan 622 le

that ten book I all read

'I have read those ten books already.'

103b nh shiben shu wo up"?...n dou mei kan guo

all not read

did not read any of those ten, books.'

But we must find some other source to account for a noun

wLich is singular or uncountable, and yet has dou.

104a nh yiben shu wo silatts dou kan gla le

that one book whole all read

'I have read the entire book already.'

104o wo zjlexte xiawu dou meiyou kong

whole afternoon all no free

'I am not free all the afternoon.'

104c wo A ba Ringzi li de shui dou dao chu lai le

already bottle in water all pour out

'I have poured out all the water in the bottle.'

For it is obvious that dou cannot stand as a conjunction in

these sentences.

Since our UNV-SCP approach does not require that the UM

+ N be a plural or countable nominal, it can account for the

cases like the above, and the analysis of dou as the scope
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adverb still works well.

We shall now come back to the question of how the determina-

tive is related to the conjoining of nouns by examining how the

view that dou is a marker of emphasis on totality can account

for the dou which is related to the conjoining of nouns.

When nouns are listed to form a set, a restrictive deter-

minative of the set33 is hardly necessary, since there is no

need to specify the membership by any statement k..61 to whica are

tne restrictive modifiers for UNV or SCP. When such a listed

set is accompanied by a numeral phrase, the latter is not a de-

terminative defining the members of the set, but an appositive, a

reth.ndant remark about the set. Therefore, it is possible to

put liangben 'two M,' sange ren 'three persons' or liangyan

dongxi 'two kinds of things' after the conjoined nouns in (102).34

An incomplete listing needs a general noun, to be sure, and

the partial list should be regarded as a modifier of this noun:

105 Wang San deng shiwu 02.ren

fifteen person

'the fifteen persons including (or headed by) Wang San'

Except in some limited cases, totality is implied by a cam-

..
_ete listing, since otherwise such a listing would not be neces-

sary. Hence dou is obligatory, whether or not the conjunction
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hard 'and' appears between nouns. (See 102.)

If totality is not implied, then dou is never used, despite

a complete listing.

106 ni wo to sange ren danphong taotai yige

person among weed one

'Among you, me and him, three persons, one will be weeded

out.'

107 bushi ni liushi wo nabei taotai

not be

'Either you or I will be weeded out.'

On the other hand, when SCP + Pred or SCP +V are conjoined,

dou is never used, even when totality is denoted by such conjoin-

ing.

108a tade buxia pude si le youde le

his follower some die some flee

'As for his men, some died, and some fled.'

108b tade buxia bushi si le bianshi ado le

not be

'His men either died or fled.'

108c tade buxia side si le, paode mole

die flee

'His men either died or fled.'
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109 na liu ge ren si le wu ram le A at

six person die five flee one

'Of the six persons, five died and one fled.'

110a naxie yifu youde wo ado Ioude ta ma

those garment some I want he

'As for the garments, I want some and he wants some.'

110b naxie yifu bus hi wo mbianshi ta

not be

'As for the garments, either I or he will take them.'

'(I will take some and he will take the rest.)'

111 na liu jian yifu wo mo wujian ta aaoo AstLan_

that six garment I want five he Otte

'Of the six garments, I want five and he wants one.'

Our point here is that when OW + N are conjoined, dou is

required; when SCP + Pred or SCP + V are conjoined, dou is not

needed.

It should be recalled that we are regarding dou as a scope

adverb which is a part of the determinative (our decision to

introduce some ADscp (i.e. zhi 'only') in the Base and some

ADscp (i.e. dou) through transformation does not affect this

statement). As for the dou required by the conjoining of nouns,

we still can consider it as an ADscp which is a part of the

determinative
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3.7.2. UNV and SCP as determinative or nominal.

According to what we have presented for the noun phrase,

the following sentence should cause little difficulty, since

although the M in SCP and that in UNV have to be matched, they

need not be identical. In (b) the noun goes with SCP rather

than UNV. For this we can postulate that when M for UNV dif-

fers from that for SCP, the N may go with either.

112a ban xueshen zhi lai le sange

that one class student only come three

'Only three of that class of students came.'

112b na yi.ban zhi lai le sange xuesheng

'Only three of that class of students came.'

However, our present P-rules for the noun phrase will have

to be revised in order to account for the following:

113a nhxie xuesheng .1....mzh Wang San lai

those student only come

'Among those students only Wang San came.'

113b wenju wo zhi mai le gianbi

stationery I only buy pencil

'As for stationery, I bought only pencils.'

11.3c zhuo shang de donoxi wo zhi nn le yishi gianbi

desk on thing I take one
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'As for the things on the desk, I took only a pencil.'

113d naben shu WC, yige zi dou mei kan

that M book I one character Neg read

'As for that book, I did not read even one single word.'

So far, we have regarded the notions of UNV and SCP as those

of the determinative. We shall now consider the possibility of

taking the two as nominals by themselves, dominated by a higher

order node, which we may still call NP, or subject, object, etc.,

for their mutual relationship which has been described. Hence

we may have a nominal with the following structure.

<LINV> <SCP>

NOM

/*.
<EXC> (Det> N <EX > (Det> N

The order of UNV and SCP as presented above seems to make

later adjustments simpler than it was otherwise. The transpo-

sition of SCP before UNV does occur occasionally, as sanzhi

'three zhi' in the following.

114a zhuo shang you sanzhi to zuotian diu de gianbi

desk on have three he yesterday lose pencil

'On the desk there are three of the pencils which he

lost yesterday.'



But a clearer way of expressing the same idea is UNV preceding

the SCP.

12% zhuoshang you to zuotian diu de axle gianbi de sanzhi

desk on have he those

This alternative may have a great advantage in generality.

For it will put under the frame UNV-SCP many pairs of nominals

that have similar semantic relationship. The non-occurrence of

the same noun in the same noun phrase can be explained by the

general principle of deletion by identity. Hence the impos-

sible occurrence of the parenthesized words in (115a) and (b)

can be easily explained.

115a jiaju wo bu xaso_ mai sas de (jiaju)

furniture I not want buy old

'As for furniture I don't want to buy old (or used)

pieces.'

115b da wo diu le liu zhi (qianbi)

that one dozen pencil I lose six

'I lost six (pencils) of that dozen of pencils.'

It would be logically inconsistent to recognize the whole-

part relationship between 1111....*u. 'furniture' and jiude 'old,

used' while not admitting such a relationship between axie

xuesheng 'those students' and Wang San (113a), wenju 'stationery'
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and qianbi 'pencil' (b), down xi and aianbi 'pencils'

(113c).

If this alternative is to be adopted, and we think it

proper, we have to answer an important question: How do we

formally characterize the universe-scope relationship of any

pair of nouns so as to reject improper pairs? Some semantic

analysis, including that of the general-specific feature of

terms, is a prerequisite.

Another important question related to this alternative is

whether the universe-scope device can be extended to cover

what Chao calls the owner-owned relationship (1965zy, p. 125).

116a ta xin teng

he heart ache

'His heart aches.'

116b ta piqi huai

tamper bad

'He has a bad temper.'

116c ta shou nd zhe y'ben shu

hand take one book

'He has a book in his hand.'

116d ta, you_ 1421. zpjino xia le

have one eye blind
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'One of his eyes is blind.'

116e ta yca yachi diao le

one tooth lose

'He lost one of his teeth.'

116f ta you yizhi shou duan le

one hand break

'One of his arms is broken.'

In contrast with (a, b, c), which we may call cases of

person and body part,3 6 we seem to have to regard (d, e, f)

as cases of class-member by deriving them from (d', e', f'),

respectively.

116d' tade liangzhi yanjing dangzhong you yizhi xis, le

his two eye among have one blind

'One of his two eyes is blind.'

116e1 tade axle yachi dangzhong yollyilsdiao le

those tooth one lose

'One of his teeth is lost.'

116f' tade liangzhi shou danvhong you yizhi duan le

two hand one break

'One of his two arms is broken.'

As in the cases of class and member, the second nouns

above can be put right after the verb. (All the linking
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words will be deleted.)

It should be noted here that the verbs or adjectives with

which the separated constituent may occur are much more limited

for person and body-part nouns than in the case of class and

member constituents.

In BA-sentences (BA = pretransitive) (117) and BEI-

sen6ences (BEI = passive) (118) the owner-owned relationship

(a's) seems to behave differently from the class-member relation-

ship (b's). Here person and body part behave similarly to the

class member relationship (c's):, rather than the owner-owned

relationship. On this basis it seems proper that we recognize

person and body part as another type of whole-part relationship

and include pairs of nouns that have the person and body-part

relationship with those for the head nouns of UNV and SCP.

Otherwise we would have to regard the relationship in (c's) as

the class member relationship with some deletion.

117a *tamen ba to da le huapin

they he hit break vase

117b tamen ba wuge huapin dao le sage

five three

'They broke three of the five vases.'



117c tamen ba ta da po le tou

he hit break head

'They hit him on the head and broke it.'

118a *ta bei da le huapin

hit break vase

118b 2202huapin, bei da O le sane

five three

'Three of the five vases were broken.'

118c ta bei da le tou

he hit break head

'He got his head hit and broken.'

Judging from the linking formatives that can appear be-

tween the two terms in a whole-part construction, the M-

SC') construction is a kind of modifier-modified construction

(i.e. DE-Construction) which the owner -owned relationship and

many others also take. Or at least it is a type of structure

which can be transformed into such a construction. (The

two views will be discussed in the next section.)

119a ta de xin teng

he heart ache

`His heart aches.' (He has a heartache.)
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elf

119b na wujian yifu (li) de sijian bei tou le

that five garment you four steal

in

have

'Four of five garments were stolen.'

If a general-specific relation (c, d) is not included in

universe-scope, deletion (of the part in parentheses, for

example) should be recognized.

tze

119c dongwu li (xi zhong jiaozuo) ren (de dongmu)
hiyou

[

animal in (one kind call) man ( animal)
only

hui aianghua

can talk

{
'Among animals (an animal called) man can talk.'

only

{

119d nIxie shuiguo ii de ( zi zhong. jiaozuo) mu&Lia

those fruit in zhiyou, papaya

(de shuiguo) lan le

fruit rot

{

'Among those fruits (that kind of fruit called)
only

papaya got rotten.'
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The alternative of regarding UNV and SCP as nominal rather

than determinative is supported by the following observations,

in addition to the above discussion.

(1) The head noun can go either with the UNV or the SCP

in the actual sentence, and deletion of one of the two nouns

seems to require less complicated rules than the shifting of

a single noun.

(2) From their behavior in sentences, it seems reasonable

to assume that when UNV and SCP are spoken, two sets of ob-

jects are referred to. It is more natural to conceive of each

set of objects as denoted by a head noun, whether it is with

or without a modifier and/or determinative, than to conceive

of some set of objects denoted only by a modifier or deter-

miner, without any head noun.

3.7.3. UNV as a MOD of SCP

Although we have left open the question raised in 3.7.2,

it seems useful to asvume that the interpretation suggested

there is correct and proceed to see some consequences of this

supposition.

If we adopt the solution that both UNV and SCP are nom-

inal phrases, a possible rearrangement of the noun phrase will

be:
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<M01> NPs cp

NPunv Owe>

in which the nominal for universal (NPunv) is regarded as a

modifier of the scope nominal (EPscp). This will mean that the

notion of UNV-SCP will not be recognized as a grammatical cate-

gory, but as something between two nom4nals that are connected

by some verb in an embedded sentence functioning as a MOD.

This approach would be very welcome if it were possible to

find some constant source for owner-owned, person-body-part, or

class-member relationships in which the whole and the part have

different nouns.

120a to Eszui

he have mouth

'He has a mouth.'

120b gianbl, wenp (de A sham)
shi

to
pencil

be
to

'Pencils (a kind of) stationery.'

are

But the difficulties involved are no less than those of

the Genitive. For example,
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120c *ta yrou xingzi

he have temper

for a source of ta xingzi 'He has a quick temper.'

120d *sanzhi fanbi shi wenju de yizhong

pencil be stationery one kind

for (L13b) are not possible.

In a class-member relationship where the class and member

have the same terms (nouns) the difficulties are even greater,

since:

121a *wuwei keren you sanwei keren

five guest have three guest

is not possible. Sources like

121b zhe sanwei keren zai nh wuwei keren li

three at five in

'These three guests are among the five guests.'

are possible only when both are definite.

Finally, if this alternative is to be adopted, score

expressions for totality need to be treated differently from

those for partitive.

122a nalcie ren jiushi vanbu le

those man be all

'Those people make the total.'
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122b nhxie ren jiushi women suoshuo de nixie ren de

those man be we mention those man

quanbu le

whole

'Those people are the total of all the people we have

been talking about.'

But there seems to be some deletion of a modifier for

quanbu 'the whole': say, the one in (b).

3.7.4. you as the Linking Verb between NP for Uhiverse and NP

for SCP.

Suppose that we did not find it objectionable to treat

totality and partitivity differently; there is an alternative

that might work: we derive the totality as a part of the de7

terminative, and a sentence with a universe and a partitive

from a source which bas the verb ms 'have, there be' and a

complement. The universe will be regarded as a case of

Subject or Place, and the partitive as a case of the object of

you; the rest of the sentence will be derived from the all-

purpose node complement (Comp) .

Why the universe can also be regarded as a case of

place expression and why Lou 'there is' is an appropriate verb



here can be seen from the following.37

123a lanzi ii you yige uzi lan le

basket is have one orange rot

'There is an orange in the basket that has got rotten.'

123b lanzi li de Ais uzi lan le

basket in one orange rot

'An orange in the basket got rotten.'

124a na sane Juzi ii you yige lan le

those three orange in have one rot

'Of the three oranges, there is one rotten.' or

'One of the three oranges got rotten.'

124b nh sangeai li de yige lan le

'One of the three oranges got rotten.'

123c lanzi li lan le alai
basket rot one orange

'In the basket is a rotten orange.'

124c sange i Ian le am

'One of the three oranges got rotten.'

Notice the optional use of localizer li 'in' (and

daEgEhosa, zhongjian 'among' also) for the UNV N in (124a, b).

It is clear that verb you 'there is' is used where an

object exists (or is located) in a place, as well as when it
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exists (or belongs) in a class as a member or subclass.

S

111ed...°
Place

NP Pos V
124

na, same_ r212.
0.11114

NPscp

11111110011111111%

Aga AEI

NP
1

Comp

Pred

Irr NP

yige juzi Ian le

where the NPscp (subscription is used only for explanation here)

should be identical with the subject (WP1), the object (NP2),

or any other possible noun phrases in the complement.

The scheme, to be sure, is used only when a sentence has

two phrases that correspond to universe and partitive.

But a sentence with an indefinite noun can be derived from

this source in which the noun phrase for universe is unspecified.

The indefinite subject in the constituent string will be de-

leted for its identity with the object of you 'there is.'

This solution will mean that the you which has been inter-

preted as an indefinite marker, or a linking word for universe

and partitive will now be regarded as a verb.

This approach has several advantages:

(1) It sets forth very naturally the restriction that no
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one separated universe-partitive construction occur in the

same sentence,

(2) It can also be used for the person-body-part con-

struction, since in both cases you is used.
38

VPVP

VladindSNPscp

125a *wo you xin (xin) tem

125b wo you yizhi yanjing (yanjing) xia le

In the examples given above (a) and (b) differ chiefly in

the presence or absence of a numeral phrase. After deletion of

the identical NP in C, (a) is ungrammatical because of the presence

of you; (b) is grammatical with or without you. Hence obligatory

deletion of you in the absence of a numeral phrase in (a),

following the noun phrase, and optional deletion of it in the

presence of a numeral phrase will take care of the problem.`'9

(3) This scheme may enable us to account for the meaning

of the verb you in a consistent and formal way. It always means

'to have, to possess' when it has a subject in the Base; it

means both 'to exist' and 'to possess' when it is preceded by

both a subject and a place and/or time expression; it means
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indefiniteness for the following noun when no subject or time or

place precedes.

(1) Since the universe is often placed at the beginning of

a sentence, this scheme settles the problems of transposition and

surface structure from the very beginning, at least for some types

of sentences. The sentence structure in the Base is roughly

right branching, which is widelyIreferred by many Chinese gram-

marians, including Chao.
4o
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NP

S

138

a) shangxingqi yitian tianqi henhao

last week one day weather very good

b) tan dang- you yige ren (yige ren) keyi,bu shuijiao

zhong a person can go without

among them sleeping

c) Meiauo you yige difang henhao

U.S a place scenery very good

d) you Age xueshen (yige xueshen) turan tai

a student zhao wo

came to see

me suddenly

e) nada qianbi you sanzhi (9114121) wo daun le (sanzhi

that dozen qianbi)

of pencils three I broke

f) " " (" ") ) wo daduan le sanzhi

that dozen (g,AWA)

of pencils I broke three

The items in parentheses are to be deleted in the derived
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strings. Notice that there is the possibility of deleting an

element in the matrix because of its identity with another in

the constituent string. (Cf. (e) and (f).) This will ade-

quately take care of cases where the whole and part are separated

by a transitive verb (but not by an intransitive verb).

There are several reasons, however, for which we hesitate

to adopt this alternative for the time being.

(1) The relationship between the verb 2211 and the comple-

ment is hard to explain. Chinese has resultative complements

which are closely related to the verb in their denotation of

the result of the action denoted by the verb. This interpreta-

tion will not work for the type of complement which is consid-

ered here. It may be proper to interpret it as an object com-

plement. But how this interpretation should be incorporated in

the rules and haw its differences from the other complements and

noun modifiers should be indicated will have to be clarified be-

fore we can resort to it. Otherwise 'complement' will become a

notion which is no better than an escape hatch to which we turn

whenever difficulty arises.

(2) The pattern UNV det SCP is needed anyway before or

after a verb. It seems to be simpler and more natural to trans-

pose UNV to the beginning of a sentence on account of its topic



nature than to shift it from the beginning of a sentence and

juxtapose it with its SCP.

(3) To achieve greater economy in structural description

forz many complicated transformations (including topicizing, BA,

BEI, predication, etc.) it is desirable that we recognize the

notions of universe and scope and have specific nodes labeled as

such,
41

rather than depend upon their positions in a string

with the verb you, which is likely to have been disturbed in a

previous transformation.

(4) It is important to indicate the semantic relationship

between the UNV and SC2, and it seems rather hard to do so with-

out the two nodes labeled. The you between the two would not

be reliable because there are several types of NP + you + NP +

Comp and we need to set up several types of you in order to ex-

clude all other types of relationships (the owner-owned rela-

tionship, for example) between the two NP's for semantic read-

ings.

4. Excluding adverbials (EXC)

4.1. EXC in general

Excluding adverbials in Chinese seem to be a very gen-

eral type. For they have a general form chule + St + Limb

which may occur as a sentence adverb (127a), a predicate adverb



(b), or a part of a noun phrase.

127a chule to 201142 ni mdaogian

except he compensate you also want apologize

'He needs to compensate and, besides, you also need to

apologize.'

]27b lintian zaoshang wo chule kan shu hal xie/ =011011.

today morning I read book still write

le liangfeno xin

two letter

'In addition to reading, I wrote two letters this

morning.'

A sentence-excluding adverb has a constituent string that

has neither noun phrase nor predicate matched in the matrix

string; a predicate-excluding adverb has a constituent string

which is different from the matrix only in the predicate; a

determinative one has a constituent string that is different

from the matrix only in the noun phrase and sometimes in the

presence or absence of a negative marker in the predicate.

4.2. EXC as a part of NP

Determinative-excluding adverbials have the basic form

chule + S + Etral + gitade, which has the following
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characteristics:

(1) The identical elements in the constituent string need

not be deleted, though such a deletion is frequent.

128a chule Waal San mei si ydwai qitade nA jiuge

except not die other nine

ren dou si le

man all die

'Except, Wang San, who did not die, the other nine persons

all died.'

128b chule Elm San mei si yiwai qitade ren haiyou

man still

Zhang San ye mei si
.110111=1IMPIIIIIMONs. 001110111111.10 Magasyminil

also not die

'Wang San did not die, and among the others Zhang San

did not die either.'

128c chule Wang San mei si qitade ren haiyou sane

Es mei si three

'Wang San did not die, and three (out of the) others

did not die either.'

128d chule Wang San mei si qitade ren rye dou mei si

also all not die

'Wang San did not die, and none of the others died either.'



(2) If the predicates of the constituent and matrix strings

both have or both lack the negative warker, the adverb of repeti-

tion n 'also' is required in front of tae matrix predicate (128c,

d, 129b, c); if one has it and the other does not, a totality

scope is implied, and hence the presence of dou before the predi-

cate (128a, b, 129a) (see (6) for implications of these co-

occurrence restrictions in sentences where EXC is deleted).

(3) If the constituent and matrix strings have the same

sign of negation, the scope is usually partitive, but totality

is also possible in spite of its redundancy (129d).

129a chuleliam San si le yiwai, 9itade na liuge ren

die other nine person

92En dou mei si

all not die

'Except that Wang San died, none of the other nine

persons died.'

129b chute Wang an si le , 9p.tade jiuge ren haiyou

still

Zhang San ye si le

also

'Wang San died, and among the other nine persons Zhang

San died too.'



129c chule wise San si le yiwai, ogitadejiuge ren zhizhong

among

(haiyou) sane ren LE si le

'Wang San died, and three among the other nine persons

also died.'

129d chule EMI San si le yiwai, gitade jiuge ren zed= si le

all

'Wang San died, and so did all of the other nine people.'

129e chule EasSan ale yiwai, 2112de jiuge ren hai si le

still

range ren

three

'Wang San died; three among the other nine persons also

died.'

Here are examples in which the object has EXC.

130a chule A ban de XL122epii wo renshi wai, gitade,

except class student I know other

wo dou bu renshi

I all not know

'Except the students in Class A (whom I know) I do not

know any other (students).'
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130b chule A ban de xueshena wo renshi ziwak, gitade haiyou

1161 wo rye renshi still

several I also know

'Besides the students in Class A whom I know, I also

know some other students.'

130c chule A ban de xuesheng wo renshi yiwai, gitade wo hai

renshi 211

several

'Besides the students in Class A whom I know, I also

know some other students.'

130d chule A ban de xueshen wo renshi yiwai, gitade wo

yp renshi jiae

also

'Besides the students in Class A whom I know, I also

know some other students.'

(4) If the matrix string has a non-negated verb, the scope

can be placed after the verb as usual (1300, d).

(5) There are several ways in which a sentence with EXC

and a. 'also' is realized. For example)(129c) may have the

following possibilities:
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11.3. Implications of e 'also' and 9itade 'other'

(6) The linking word between the UDIV and SCP is haiyou

'still,' instead of simply you, if n 'too, also' is present.

It is important to notice that then 'also' in b, c, d,

e, h, k, 1 and hai 'still' in f, g, i, j serve to denote that

what happens to scope also happens to the nominal in EXC.

where

A = Axle ren (UNV)

those people

B =Wa.ng San (EXC)

C = sange (ren) (SCPa)

three

The slant lines in the same direction indicate that B and C

have the same sign for their verbs with regard to negation.

If there is no ye 'also' present, the relation of A, B,

C can be shown as follows:
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chuletymiEEguei si yiwakolitade

B (EXC)

jiuge realDR24 dou si le

A (UNV) C (SCPa)

'Except Wang San,who did not die,

all the other nine persons died.'

The slant lines in a different direction indicate that B and

C have different signs for their verbs.

(7) Since the chule 'except, besides' phrase and gitade

'other' are redundant, either of them can be deleted. When

the chule phrase is deleted (h, i, j, k) the gitade denotes

that reference to something or somebody else is implied, and

the presence or absence of the a 'also' (or hai 'still')

suggests what happens to this something or somebody.

(8) In case the noun phrase has an EXC and UNST without

SCP and the whole EXC is deleted (131a), the presence of a.

'also' will make the sentence very ambiguous. e.g.:

131a Zhan San Es yao paogian

also need apologize

'Zhang San also needs to apologize.'
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131b Warw. San yaa peiaian, Zhang San ze asty,sgi.an

compensate

'Wang San needs to compensate, and besides, Zhang San

needs to apologize.'

131c piano San ,yao Eeigian rye n(2 daogian

' Zhang San needs to apologize besides giving compensa-

tion.'

131d chule Li Si nst daogian yiwai Zhang San me me daoclian

'Zhang San, as well as Li Si, needs to apologize.'

(A) may indicate a deletion of a sentence EXC (b), a predi-

cate EXC (c), predicate EXC (d), or several others.

4.4. EXC to UNV and EXC to SCP

The difference between EXC to UNV and EXC to SCP has

been briefly discussed in 2. Here, we supply more examples

and two diagrams for EXC to SCP for comparison with the

above, which are those for EXC to UNV.

132a nh jiuge ren chule Wang San mei si yiwai,

those nine person except not die

icy tads (bage ren ) dou si le

other eight person all die

'Except Wang San, who did not die, the rest of the
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nine persons died.'

132b nh jiuge ren chule yang San mei si yiwai, qitade ren

haiyou Zhang San m mei si

still

'As for the nine persons, Wang San did not die, and

among the rest there is Zhang San who did not die

either.'

132c jiuge ren chule Wang San mei si Ay224, qitade

haiyou sange ren ne mei si
=UMW

three

'As for the nine persons, Wang San did not die, and

there are still three among the rest who did not die

either.'

132d na jiuge ren chule Wang San mei si yiwai, qitade ren

mdou mei si

all

'As for the nine persons, Wang San did not die, and

all the rest did not die either.'

132e a ame ren chule Wang San mei si yiwai, qitade si

le range ren

'As for the nine persons, Wang San did not die, and

three among the rest died.'
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133a n jiuge ren chule Wang San si le Atrai, gitade

quan dou mei si

all not die

'As for the nine persons, with the exception of Wang San

(who died), none of the rest died.'

133b n doge ren chule Wang San si le yiwai, qitade

haiyou Zhang San Iasi le

'As for the nine persons, Wang San died, and besides,

Zhang San died too.'

133c nh aseren chule Wang San si le yiwai, qita

sanr ren si le

three

'As for the nine persons, Wang San died, and three among

the rest also died.'

133d ne, jiuge ren chule Wang San si le yiwai, qitade mpunn

dou si le

all die

'As for the nine persons, Wang San died, and all the

rest died also.'

Here are examples in which the object has EXC to SCP:
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1340. B ban de xuesheng chule Hsi, an yiwai, qitade

class student

wo dou bu renshi

I all not know

'Except Wang San, I do not know anybody. in Class B.'

134b B ban de xuesheng chule Wang San yiwai qitade haiyou

still

116.2. wo tie renshi

several I also know

'Besides Wang San, I know several others in Class B.'

134c B ban de xuesheng chule WEISan yiwai qitade wo

tie renshi lige

'Besides Wang San, I know several others in Class B.'

The c's can be represented as

A

And (a's) can be represented as

A - jiuge (uNva) 'nine

persons'

B = Wang San (EXC)

C = sange ren (SCP) 'three

persons'
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A = Auoe ren (UNVa) 'nine persons'

B = San n (EXC)

C = (qitade ren) quan (SCP)

'all(others)'

It is clear from the diagrams that EXC to UNV does not

affect the value of totality SCP, whereas an EXC to SCP does.

5. Universe and notions of subject and topic.

In this section we shall discuss the problem of topic (or

subject) in connection with the notion of UNV which we have

introduced.

5.1. The concept of subject.

So far we have been using the term subject for labeling the

constituent that has the categorical meaning of actor (before an

active verb) or the possessor of some quality or state (before

an adjective or a linking verb). It is, therefore, a relational

concept in the sentence. In the deep structure it appears in

front of the predicate, and the whole or a part of it may be

shifted to follow the verb.

5.2. The concept of topic.

Those who reject the notion of transformation generally re-

fuse to regard the ta in (135b) as the object of the sentence,

and may analyze it as the subject or an adverbial of reference.

Chao (1965) is rather unique in regarding the ta as the
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grammatical subject and in recognizing an understood object ta,

after the verb.
42 It can be easily understood that to this

group of grammarians, topic is equated with the subject.

Among those who favor the idea of transformation in gram-

matical analysis, opinions differ as to the nature of the trans-

position of the ta from a position after the verb

beginning of the sentence (135b).

135a wo kanjian, ta le

I see he

'I saw him.'

135b ta wo kanjian le

he I see

'I saw him.'

What semantic changes are involved in the transformation

(135a) to the

from (a) to (b)? The most common interpretations are emphasis,

contrast, topicization, and logical subject.4
3 So far as mean-

ing is concerned, none of these terms seems to be more convinc-

ing than the other. If we observe the conditioning factors

responsible for such a transposition, however, topicization

seems to be the best label, and we shall regard the ta in (b)

as the topic of the sentence.

To explain the notion of topic satisfactorily we seem
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to have to go beyond our domain, the sentence. For example,

(135b) is a much more natural answer to (136) than (135a) is.

136 ni kanjian le to meiyou?

you see he not

'Did you see him ?'

The topic is something already known, introduced, or as-

sumed to be understood, such that some new information about it

is the focus of interest; that is, it is something at which the

point of the message is directed. Hence it may be the subject,

the object, or some adverbial which denotes what is already

known (and hence what appears in some previous sentence or the

life context) that assumes the role of the topic.

In the surface structure, the topic always appears at the

beginning of the sentence (a, b), or the predicate (c).

137a wo du le zheben shu le

I read this book

'I read this book.'

137b zheben shu wo du le

this book I read

'I read this book.'

137c wo zheben shu du le

I, this book read 'I read this book.'
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In (a) and (c) the subject coincides with the sentence topic;

in (b) and (c) the object assumes the sentence and predicate

topic, respectively.

To discuss how this notion of topic should be incorporated

in the base structure would be in the domain of extension gram-

mar, which is beyond the scope of our present study--sentence

grammar. Nevertheless, it would not seem irrelevant for us to

discuss what types of and what part of noun phrases are eli-

gible for the topic, in connection with the notions of universe

and scope.

5.3. Universe and topicization.

From what we discussed in Section 2, on definite and in-

definite reference, and in Section 3, on the positions of the

components of the noun phrase (especially in 3.5.5.), it should

not be hard to see that there are some internal elements that

condition the eligibility of a certain part of the noun phrase

to assume the role of topic (which is, however, externally

conditioned; i.e.. conditioned by factors outside the sentence).

It seems generally true that scope, if it is separated

from the rest of the noun phrase, often plays the role of the

point of the message, or the main part of the comment about



topic. This part of the noun phrase, therefore, is generally

not eligible for the role of the topic. (Indefinite scope with

an unspecified universe, however, may be topicized under a cer-

tain condition.)

The universe, in contrast with the scope, is generally al-

ready known, definite, and helps identify the scope.

It is, of course, the head noun and this part of the noun

phrase that are eligible for the role of the topic. It will be

recalled that in Section 3.5.5. most cases of SCP are found to

be obligatorily separated from the rest of the noun phrase.

This may not necessarily mean that the rest of the noun phrase

should be obligatorily topicized. (The topicization, to be

sure, is externally conditioned.) But it means that in case

the NP is the object, either the noun phrase should be turned

into the form UNV + N + de + SCP or the UNV + N should be

topicized, i.e. transposed to the beginning of the predicate or

the sentence, and that in case the NP is the subject, either

the NP should be turned into UNV + N + de + SCP, or the SCP

should be excluded from the topic; i.e. SCP is transposed to

follow the verb, or the modifier marker de is deleted or re-

placed by ym. Within the scope of sentence grammar the choice

between the two possibilities in either case seems to have to
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be regarded as arbitrary.

5.4. Scope and predication.

Since the predicate or the comment is that part of the

sentence that carries the point of the message, and since scope

is often the point of the message, it is very common for the

scope alone to assume the role of predicate or comment in the

sentence. We shall refer to this as the predication of scope.

In predicating the scope, the verb used maybe the copular

shi 'be' the existentive you 'there be, have' or other quanti-

tative verbs like da 'reach, amount to.' Since there are dif-

ferences in meaning among these verbs, the choice among them

had better be determined in the Base than introduced transforma-

tionally.

The predication of scope implies that the rest of the

sentence is topicized, which of course includes the universe.

An exclusive predication of scope and an exclusive topicization

of universe may or may not cooccur in the same sentence. When

they do, the surface structure can be interpreted in two ways,

A or B.
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Topic

I

UNV

tamen

Topic

lai de

V

you

Pr dicate

SCP

sangeren

they come three persons

'There are three of them who came.'

Topic

tamen

Topic

lai de

Predicate

It seems better to eliminate either structure A or B as

superfluous, since either one suffices to account for its dif-

ference from C, where SCP is predicated, and D, where UNV is

topicized.
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D

3.6o

S

CommentC

VI SIP
UNV XY

tamen lai de you sangeren

'There are three of them who came.'

S

Topic Content

UNV X + SCP + Y

I

tamen you sange ren lai

'Three of them came.'

Here are further examples for topicization of UNV (a's),

in contrast with predication of SCP (b'). It should be mentioned

that when the main verb or a partitive scope is negated, or when

SCP is expanded into Degree + Adjective, a sentence without an

exclusive predication SCP may sound unnatural, or even ungram-

matical.

A. SCP = (D) Numeral Phrase:

138a nb, baben shu you (zhe) sanben mei maidiao

'Of the eight booksgthese) three were not sold.'



138b rababen shu mei maidiao de shi zhe sanben

'Of the eight books, these were the three which were

not sold.'

B. SCP = ADscp + N + conj

139a tamen zhi nu Wang xiansheng he Li xianshen lai am

'Of them, oaylvIr. Wang and Li have been here.'

139b tamen (dangzhon5) lai guo de zbi yclEoixiansheng

he Li xiansheng

'Of them, there are only Nr. Wang and Mr. Li who

have been here.'

C. SCP = Neg + Degree + Adjective (with a positive main verb):

140a naixie xuesheng me u name duo lai

'Of those students, not that many came.'

140b nixie xuesheng lai de meiyou name duo

'Of those students, there were not that many who came.'

D. SCP = Neg + Degree + Adjective (with a negative main

verb):

141a naxie xuesheng meiyou name duo ren mei lai

'Of those students, those who did not come were not

that many.'

141b naxie xuesheng mei lai de meiyou name duo
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'Of those students, there were not that many who did not

come.'

E. SCP = Neg + Partitive:

142a neixie shu meiyou yibenhaokan

'None of those books is interesting.'

142b neixie shu haoken de yiben mpeiyou

'Of those book:, there is no single book that is

interesting.'

142c neixie shu yiben haoken de mmeiyou

'Of those books, there is no single book that is

interesting.'

Generally, the negative marker goes with the partitive. But

sometimes they maybe separated by other elements, as in (c).

It can be expected that an interrogated SCP (indicated by

Q[ X in the following) tends to be predicated, and an answer

to such a question would be improper, unless the SCP, the main

concern in the answer sentence, is likewise predicated.

F. SCP = + Numeral Phrase:

143a nn bawei keren you sanwei mei lai?
.MIIIMM MEM' 1011MONI WOMNP/MMINNIMO

'Of those eight guests, which three did not come?'

143b bawei keren mei lai de shi nn sanwei

'Of those eight guests, which were the three who didn't
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come?'

G. SCP = Q(D MP):

144a bawei keren yang jiwei mei lai?

'Of the eight guests, haw many did not come, and who are

they?'

144b nb, bawei keren meilai de shi n jiwei?

Of the eight guests, how many were there who did not

come, and who are they?'

SCP = ONUP]:

145a no. bawei keren you jiwei lai le?

'Of the eight guests, how many came?'

145b no. bawei keren lai de you jiwei?

'Of the eight guests, how many were there who came?'

I. SCP =

146a nbacie ren ni renshi shei?

'Of those people, whom do you know?'

146b nOxie ren ni renshi de you shei?

'Of those people, who are those whom you know?'

5.5. Alternative for topic and comment.

In sections 1. through 4. we assumed that sentences (6a)

and (b) are identical in (denotative) meaning, and hence share
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the same deep structure. In this section we are assuming that

two such sentences are different from each other, and should

have different deep structures. We have introduced the no-

tions of topic and comment to account for the differences be-

tween pairs of sentences like (6a) and (b). However, we are

not clear as to what kind of status topic and comment have in

the grammar, and here we shall discuss briefly some alterna-

tives for treating them.

(1) The notions of topic and comment are equated with

subject and predicate, respectively, and the idea of topiciza-

tion or predication is expressed through embedding plus permu-

tation or deletion transformations.

Predicate

SCP

sane

be three

tamen sange lai le

they three come

(2) The notions of topic and comment are, as tentatively

suggested by Chomsky (1965), implied in the surface structure
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leftmost NP immediately dominated by S in the surface struc-

ture) and need not appear in the Base."

(3) They are regarded as high order categories that may

dominate a sentence or categories like subject or predicate, just

as we nave snown in tae beginning of this section. This would

mean that the denotative meaning is shown in the lower portion

of P-markers, and relations like topic-comment are shown in the

Higher portion of P-markers.

.....--''.5
Topic omment

S-4.-

Subj.............. 4*.Pred de V NP

..'/'1

1
I 1 1

i

UNV S uP
SP

tamen sange lai
---
de ...

you sange

they three come be three

It should be mentioned that the notions of topic and comment

have more bearing on the final arrangements of sentences.

They are treated as formatives that appear in the

Base so as merely to trigger a permutation transformation with

or without additional markers like de, de you, de shi, you.

Therefore the deep structure of the sentence would be somewhat

like:
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Topn = Topicization
Subject Pr cate

UNV opn SCP+Predn V

tamen+Topn sange+Predn lai le

'Las approach as well as the second one will meet with diffi-

culties in deriving the desired surface structures, owing to

the inadequacy of the current conventions for writing trans-

formational rules.

Predn = Predication
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FOOTNOTES

1 This is a revised version of the sixth chapter of my

doctoral dissertation, entitled "Some Aspects of Mandarin Syntax"

(1966) at Indiana University. The original heading of the chapter

was "Scope as Part of the Determinative."

With the collaboration of Professor Fred W. Householder, I

have written a paper entitled "Universe-Scope Relations in

Chinese and Japanese," where a comparison is made between Chinese

and Japanese with regard to the universe-scope relation as a

semantico-syntactic notion.

I wish to thank Professors Y. R. Chao, Samuel Martin, and

W. S-Y. Wang and Mr. Thomas Roberts for their comments and sug-

gestions on my dissertation; these have been very helpful in my

revision. I would also like to express again my gratitude to

Professor F. W. Householder for his patience and kindness in

guiding my dissertation, and for his continued encouragement and

concern for the improvement of this study.

la
I do not consider the following interpretation, though

it may be possible for the English translation.

(v) BL U BC

The following sentence might express (v):
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to xiang kankan tushuguan li de shu ha n prong zhongwen xie de shu

'He wants to see books that are in the library and also books

that are written in Chinese.'

2 See Bach for a discussion of how English noun phrases

should be derived. He asserts that all nouns should be derived

from relative clauses based on the predicate-nominal constituent.

3 I am not sure that all instances of these words in Mandarin

are adjunctive to nominals, but in most cases where these words

appear to be verbal adverbs, they are actually noun adjunctives

and should be regarded as part of noun phrases. In the follow-

ing example, the zhi which is generally regarded as a verbal ad-

verb is actually a modifier of the noun phrase chang liuxing

gequ, 'to sing popular songs,' or of the noun phrase liuxing

gequ 'popular songs,' which are more closely related to (b)

and (c), respectively.

(a) wo zhi hui chang liuxing gequ

'I only can sing popular songs.'

(b) wo hui de zhi shi chang liuxing gequ

be

'The only thing I can do is sing popular songs.'

wo hui shEfide (ge) zhi shi liuxing gequ
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(c') fie wo hui chang de zhi shi liuxing gequ

'The only songs that I can sing are popular songs.'

That chang liuxing Em. 'to sing popular songs' would have been better

analyzed as nominal and the hui 'can' as a main verb is supported by

several considerations. Some of the reasons given by Ross (May,

1967) apply to Chinese, too.

4 This explanation is similar to Bach's suggestions for

noun phrases. This example shows the difficulty of recognizing

noun phrases in sentences, since we are not merely giving classi-

ficatory labels to elements in actual sentences, but are trying

to postulate deep structures, and such postulations are more or

less determined by semantic considerations.

5 Some generative works on Chinese syntax are Wang (1964,

1965), Fincher (1965), Hashimoto (1966), and Rand (1966).

6
I am not, however, writing about universal generative

semantics. My Base is an ad hoc postulation for the interrela-

tionships between meaning and form in Mandarin sentences.

7 Another category the nmbers of which often imply deictic

reference is that of the pronouns wo 'I' and ni 'you,' and some-

times to 'he, she.'

8
Cf. Janet Dean's (1966) description of English determiners
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and her remarks about English indefinite and definite articles,

which correlate more closely in occurrence with unique and non-

unique reference than do their Chinese counterparts.

9 you is deleted optionally before the verb and obligatorily

after the verb. Nevertheless, we can regard the presence of EUP

and the absence of any other determiner as a 'marker' of indef-

initeness.

10
The nb. in (33a) is ambiguous; it could be either definite

or deictic. As a definite marker the noun can be understood as:

women de Eta ren

we just mention that person

'this palticular person we just mentioned'

zhege and nage before a proper noun are also used to differentiate

between more than one reference that may occur to the hearer. The

proper noun here can be regarded as a common noun. Hence (33a) can

be understood as:

wo plan bu ba age Wang San (bushi qitade ale) dailai

'1 stubbornly did not bring that Wang San, not the other Wang San,

here.'

11
If one believes that the same Base should be shared by

all languages, this question is not likely to arise, since there

must be some languages which mark definiteness and indefiniteness
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obligatorily. See Bach and McCawley (1967) for views in favor of

universal semantics as the Base.

12 I analyze aben as a contraction of nhyiben, nhxieshu

as a contraction of nhyixieshu, etc., where deletion of A is a

particular case of a more general phenomenon. Cf. wo xiang kan

ben shu 'I would like to read a book.' wo xiang kan xie shu 'I

would like to read some books.'

13
I adopt a convention in which A rBi stands for 'A domin-

ates B.'

14 This seems to involve the theoretical issue of whether a

solution reached on the basis of a simplicity criterion alone

will coincide with one which takes the speaker's intuition as a

complementary criterion. If one accepts simplicity as the sole

criterion for choosing between two alternative solutions, then

one would not hesitate to derive all cases of D + + Mc from

D + NU + Mc (where NU is a numeral greater than one), since this

seems to make the whole grammar simpler than the other alternative.

One way to get away from this problem is not to recognize any trans-

formation between the numerals and what we call the pronumeral,

yixie 'some,' Ake 'several,' etc.
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15
Pretransitive: a marker used for transposition of

the object from after the verb to before it. BA has the

shapes ba, jiang (lit.), and guan (used chiefly when the

verb is jiao 'call').

16 I use the terms subject and object in the sense of

actor and acted-upon, respectively. I use the terms topic

and comment for the concepts which Chao and others call sub-

ject and predicate, respectively.

17 BEI is realized as bei, jiao, 0.21, ram.

18 zhi 'only' will be discussed in

detail in 3.5.

19 If surface structures are the chief concern in our

analysis, there are indeed several reasons in favor of regard-

ing the second expressions as a quantitative adverb of the

verb. However, since we feel that (9) and (51) are similar

in meaning and should have similar deep structures, this

possibility is rejected.

20 Though it seems reasonable to assume that all def-

inite nouns have understood MOD's, this is not further dis-

cussed. See Bach, "Nouns and Noun Phrases."

21 This interpretation is more suitable because it
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also accounts for the categorial meaning of Prt and MOD.

22
Following W. Wang (1964), "Two Aspect Markers in Man-

darin," we are analyzing mei as the Neg in Neg + ASP, and bu

or bushi as the Neg in other environments.

23
By this we mean shifen zhi A 'a tenth,' niche no '10%,'

yiban 'a half,' baifen zhi shi '10%2' etc. which we are not

treating further.

ADscp zhi 'only' will be discussed later.

25a
If the verb cooccurs with BA or BEI, zhi can occur

before BA, BEI or before the verb. This maybe one of the

reasons why BA, BEI are regarded as verbs by some authors.

25b
Some speakers distinguish between zhi and cal, reserv-

ing cai for contexts where a time dimension is implied, as in

this example. For most speakers the two are interchangeable in

the sense of 'only.'

26
Some types of entailment rules suggested by Fillmore

maybe used for a formal characterization of this sort of semantic

implication (1965).

27
For an explanation of this hai 'still,' see (4).

28
For convenience of discussion in the following passages,
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let a stand for shiwan ben '100,000 A for zai tusi

'in the library, ' b for wuqian ben '5000 11,' and so forth.

29
.1.n comparing English and Chinese relative clauses, S.

Annear (1965) maintains that type (ii) is not available in

Chinese. Though it is true that most Chinese are not even aware

of the ambiguity in D + NUP + MOD + N, the distinction is clearly

made in other arrangements: b + A + B + c +A + B + N can be

said as A + B + N + lide + c 'the 100 books among those which are

in the library and written in Chinese,' and b +A + B + N cannot

be.

30 We are not certain, however, whether in P-rules or in

tree representation, of haw we should show the distinction be-

tween coordination and subordination. There must be same formal

distinction for, say, B + b, 'the 5,000 books written in Chinese'

and B + c '100 of the books written in Chinese,' which we indicate

by MOD+NUP indifferently as terminal strings.

31 See R. Cheng (1966) for a discussion of the postula-

tion of YEAR + MONTH + DAY + (Now) + AR + MIR + SEC as the

underlying form, from which all expressions for point in time

and aeration of time can be derived. (See examples below.)
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32
Our analogy in (3.7.1.) of listing and definition in set

theory may fit here. The proper nouns here are the listed members

in the set, whereas the durative expression is a quantitative

description of the set. But it should be remembered that the

proper time expressions also have a durative nature and seem to

be present here to supplement the durative expressions proper. A

proper time expression in this position Iiithout a durative expres-

sion is ungrammatical. Hence it is proper to assert that the

scope time expressions appearing after the main verb are all

durative expressions (DUR).

33 We must regard the zhe 'this,' n. 'that' in (102) as

determinatives of the individual members, and, not of the whole

set.

34 An integrated analysis for a similar relationship be-

tween modifiers seems desirable. Hence we may analyze the two

qualifiers Aa in AaN in Section (3.5.4.) as qualifiers in appo-

sition, in contrast to subordination. Or, if we want to reserve

the term apposition exclusively for nouns, we may derive AaN

from ANaN, where AN and aN are two nominals in apposition.

35 An example of an element in the noun phrase which is

conditioned by other elements in the same noun phrase, as well
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as by a certain type of conjoining of nouns is seen in languages

where the plurality of the whole subject is determined not only

by the determinative(s) of a noun but also by the conjoining of

nouns. 'The two boys are my friends. John and Bob are my

friends.' Here plurality is a notion inherent to the whole

noun phrase and should be represented by a morpheme or a forma-

tive. How this notion should be formalized and how it should

be introduced in a transformational grammar is a similar meta-

theoretical problem to what we have encountered here. Deriving

all plurals by iteration of conjunctions and all numbers by

one-to-one matching with numerical order, for example, is a

plausible solution to this problem.

36 We would use the term owner-owned for such cases as

(117a)and (118a),which are in no way eligible for universe-

scope relationship. Unlike person and body-part relationship,

which are permanent and natural, this type of relationship is

temporal and conventional. It should be noticed that the

distinction between the two types of relationship is semantic

as well as grammatical in Chinese. For a study of expressions

about the person and parts of the body in English see Anna

Wierzbicka, land and Body --from the Semantic Point of View".



37 If we regard (123a) as a derivation of (1230):

123a') lanzili de -uazi.you yige juzi lan le

'Among the oranges in the basket, there is one that has

got rotten.'

the universe before you should be regarded as the subject ex-

clusively.

38 Whether this you 'to have' is different from the you

'to be in' or 'there is' in class-member construction in Chinese

is a question of analysis. It is a very probable analysis that

Chinese does not distinguish these types of possession: (1)

possession by an object, (2) possession by a place or a class,

(3) possession by something unknown. (Hence possession by un-

specified universe means indefiniteness.) The possibility of

deriving the indefinite marker from the verb of possession also

exists in Japanese.

kare wa hon maru 'He has books.'

aru hon 'some book'
1101111111111=11

39 Under this approach, we may need not to regard (b) as a

case of class-member relation. (Cf. 116d11 e', ft.)

0 Compare their so-called successive subject-predicate

predicates with our base structure for (126).
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1
Or we may have

(D et

where the universe-scope relation is indicated by UNV. This is

a better alternative, since we often have NP's that have only

one nominal.

2
A transformationalist would interpret such an understood

ent

Sub Pred

Sub

NP

( UNV ) \\11Om

Fred

object (ta) as existing in the deep structure and deleted in the

surface structure. But in the approach Chao is seeking (i.e.

IC analysis), neither such a postulation nor a deletion trans-

formation have any place.

3 Chinese does not seem to be alone in having such a

problem. For example, Japanese has the problem of differentiat-

ing BP no NP a (usually regarded as a single subject), etc. from
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BP wa VP sa, (usually regarded as a double subject), etc. or BP01

etc. from NP wa. Of interest is the view that the change from

no, ga, etc. into wa in Japanese is a case of deemphasis. We

think this interpretation may work here for Chinese, though in

the case of Chinese change of order instead of change of case

narker is involved in topicization. For such a transposition

is an indication that the transposed element is already known,

and should be excluded from the predicate, which is the focus

of interest. Most of the native speakers with whom I discussed

this, however, told me that such a transposition is for emphasis,

underlining the fact that the tat and nobody else, is the topic

of the sentence.

44 See Chomslcy, 1965, p. 221, footnote 32.

"It might be suggested that Topic-Comment is the basic

grammatical relation of surface structure corresponding (roughly)

to the fundamental Subject-Predicate relation of deep structure.

Thus we might define the Topic,of the Sentence as the leftmost

VP immediately dominated by S in the surface structure, and the

Uomment of the Sentence as the rest of the string. Often, of

course, Topic and Subject will coincide, but not in the example

discussed . . . "


